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Foreword
The growing awareness and engagement between
business and society has significantly contributed
in promoting social responsibility initiatives in the
country, resulting in Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) rising to the level of
importance given to other operational objectives by
the leading corporate and family businesses.

As a result, we are now witnessing the most welcome expansion in the number of social
services where the civil society, led by the private sector, is focusing on narrowing the gap
in the provision of essential services, like healthcare, education and skills development for
the underprivileged sections of the population.
OICCI members, representing leading foreign investors, are fully cognizant of their
responsibilities as good corporate citizens and are also actively engaged in contributing to
the social upliftment of backward segments of society. Besides material philanthropic
contributions, our members also devote substantial human resources to CSR activities
within their areas of operations. The OICCI members consider CSR as a long term
investment in the people of Pakistan while simultaneously maintaining high ethical
standards and transparency.

The members are committed to raising the standards of CSR activities to
international levels and with positive outcome for the society in Pakistan. The
attached OICCI CSR Report for 2015-16 is continuation of our annual effort to
showcase some, not all, of the key CSR initiatives of the OICCI members. We
encourage you to go through the report so as to understand and appreciate the
wide ranging social contribution of our members. Please share your suggestions
and comments for improving the effectiveness of the social contribution of the
OICCI member companies.
The 2016 CSR Report features the CSR activities of 70 member companies
working across the country’s urban and rural geography in a number of sectors
including education, healthcare, community development, environment, disaster
relief and infrastructure development. OICCI members, collectively, partnered
with 164 social and development sector organizations throughout Pakistan to
reach out to over 20 million direct beneficiaries and brought about positive
change in their lives. We may add that OICCI CSR committee invites leading
NGO’s and NPO’s working in the social sector, every quarter, to present the
salient features of their activities to help the members in focusing their CSR
activities for the right cause and need of the society.
The CSR activities included in this report were carried out all over Pakistan and
this publication gives full details of the work done in Sindh, Punjab, Baluchistan,
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Gilgit-Baltistan and Azad Kashmir respectively.
As in the previous years, healthcare and education continue to be the key
sectors covering the major portion of CSR initiatives by the OICCI members.
Considering scarcity and substandard healthcare of educational facilities in
Pakistan, over 80% of the members were actively involved in health related
initiatives including donations to reputable hospitals, medical/blood donation
camps and health awareness campaigns. Over 90% of the members contributed
towards education initiatives at the primary, secondary and professional level to

meet the growing need for education, as unfortunately many children in the
country have no access to even basic education. OICCI members have also
made significant funding for setting up schools and contributions towards
vocational training and programs for skills development. We are pleased that
69% of the members contributed in community development programs for the
communities in the vicinity of their major operating facilities.
We hope readers will find the OICCI CSR Report 2015-16 informative and
helpful in understanding the momentous contribution by the leading foreign
investors towards the social development of Pakistan. We are also confident that
the report will be a source of inspiration to the like minded members of the
larger business community, with similar interest and inclination for the
development of the Pakistani society.
Finally, I would like to extend my gratitude to all the OICCI members who
participated in this CSR Report and shared their CSR activities and initiative. We
also want to recognize the contribution of many members of the CSR
subcommittee, especially Hussain Talib, Shafia Naseer, Mir Zain Talpur, Hafsa
Zubair, Asad Mughni, Madiha Qureshi, Claudia Manuel, Shaiq Qureshi and
Farhan Iqbal who helped us compile this motivational report. My sincere thanks
to the Managing Committee of OICCI and particularly the Chairman of the
OICCI CSR Subcommittee, Mr. Kimihide Ando, for his untiring efforts to ensure
that a large number of the members share their CSR activities for publication in
this report.
Best regards,
M. Abdul Aleem
CE/Secretary General
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About OICCI
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Over

1mn

people employed directly
or indirectly

The CSR Impact data is only for companies that participated in the OICCI CSR survey.
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ABB Power & Automation (Private) Limited
ABB puts much significance in its commitment towards
society. Over the course of 2015-2016, ABB carried out
various CSR initiatives that reflect the company’s
intention to work towards the betterment of society. ABB
employees every year volunteer to donate blood. As part
of its efforts for the environment, ABB carried out tree
plantation activities led by the management team and
employees. The company also worked to improve
education standards in Pakistan.

Education
ABB set up a laboratory at the electrical
department of UET which is equipped
with ABB Demos, laptops and training
courses for students. ABB Engineers
also contributed their time to train UET
staff. This support for improving
educational services will also be
extended to partners such as NED by
setting up an electrical Contorls Lab. The
company also continues to offer
internship opportunities to students
across different universities.
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Environment
ABB employees planted over 350 trees
across Punjab and Sindh as part of their
commitment to the environment. In
2016, an energy conservation plan is
being setup across the organization to
contribute towards mitigating Pakistan’s
energy crisis.

Community
Development
ABB organized HSE Weeks as part of
the effort to spread awareness about
healthier living. The company is also
committed to its annual blood donation
drives for the sixth consecutive year in
2016. ABB has joined hands with Kawish
Welfare Trust for organizing free eye
camps in remote areas of the country
and subsequently donating for eye
surgeries of the poor patients.

Health
ABB also supports a house for 10
children and a mother at the SOS village
in Sargodha, ensuring the provision of
accommodation, food, education,
security and entertainment for the
children. In the past year, ABB employees also voluntarily organized a wedding
reception for one of the children from
SOS. ABB also donated the IT equipment to SOS national office.

Abbott Laboratories (Pakistan) Limited
Abbott Pakistan appreciates the importance of CSR
and how it can bring benefits in terms of customer
relationships, human resource management and
innovation capacity. In 2015-2016, several CSR
initiatives were undertaken in the areas of health,
environment and community development.

Environment
To promote a greener environment, Abbott Pakistan
planted 400 trees in partnership with the Sindh
Forestry department at the Pir Bakhsh Village close to
Abbott’s Korangi Plant. A similar Neem plantation
drive was conducted at the Swedish College near
Abbott’s Landhi Plant. Abbott Pakistan has also setup
the first composting machine in the local
pharmaceutical sector which has a capacity to
produce 400 kg of compost per day utilizing garden
waste and food scraps.

Community
Development
Abbott Pakistan conducted several training sessions
on topics such as First Aid, Fire Safety, Emergency
Handling and Evacuation Drills as part of its
community development effort in collaboration with
social sector partners such as AMAN PALS, CDGK
Fire Department and Civil Defence Pakistan. The
company has also partnered with the New Horizon
Care Center, a recovery center for drug addicts. This
effort included engaging recovering patients in tree
plantations on World Environment Day.

Health
Abbott Pakistan joined hands with Indus Hospital
Karachi to hold a blood drive on site. Camps were set
up at Landhi & Korangi plants that allowed a total of 65
Abbott employees to volunteer as donors. In its effort to
help promote employee health and well-being, a health
camp was set up to provide flu vaccinations to 1,294
employees. Abbott also partnered with Red Crescent
Pakistan to provide First Aid Training to Saylani first aid
responders.

CSR Report 2015-16
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Aisha Steel Mills Limited
ASML is committed to playing an active role in
supporting and working with its stakeholders for
sustainable community and social development. With
our talented team, we aim to help drive creation of
shared economic and social value across Pakistan.
CSR is one of ASML’s core values and an integral part
of the company’s overall mission.

Education
ASML supports research, conferences, trade fairs,
workshops and other events of educational institutions.
We also provide internships to young graduates of
engineering universities. In March 2016, ASML
participated in one of the largest job fairs that was
organized by ROZEE.PK. In May 2016, HR team
initiated Recruitment drive to attract young graduates
who have completed diploma in Mechanical, Electrical
or Electronics and Metallurgy by holding on-campus
recruitment drives at technical institutes.
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Environment
ASML is pursuing several projects for environmental
protection through adoption of cleaner technologies
and efficient processes performing our role towards
environmental preservation. The Quality Assurance
Department has taken an initiative to get ISO 9001
and ISO 14000 certification by the year 2017. Quality
Policy has been prepared and IMS Team has been
formulated to carry out the pre and post audit
activities.

Health
In collaboration with Indus Hospital, employees of
ASML participated in the blood drive held in August
2015. An overwhelming participation was witnessed.
The Management of Indus Hospital also facilitated the
employees by doing on-spot physical fitness check-up
which includes identification of blood group, physical
examination, health counseling etc. Donors also
received IDS analysis of their blood samples.

Atlas Honda Limited
In 2015-16, Atlas Honda Limited (AHL) further
strengthened its commitment towards social
responsibility with a particular focus on
uplifting safety standards as a means of
creating awareness for safety.

Education
Valuing the importance of Education,
AHL provided vocational trainings to
more than 900 students, offered
scholarship support amounting to Rs. 5
million to “Atlas Namal Scholarship
Fund” and offered paid internships to 155
university students. AHL also created
awareness of hygienic food and nutrition
among more than 3,500 students in
collaboration with the Sargam
Association in Sindh.

Environment
The Company follows the principles of
reduce, reuse & recycle and strictly
complies with environmental standards
for reducing carbon footprint and
exhaust emissions. Working towards
these principles, the consumption of
energy, water, effluents & waste were
reduced by 14%, 32% and 11% per bike
respectively. Further, under its Emission
Reduction Caravan, AHL reduced 1%
CO2 emission by each vendor.

Community
Development
AHL empowering women, launched
WOW Rally (Women on Wheels) in
Lahore, wherein, 150 female
motorcyclists’ were trained. Further, AHL
provided 15,000 license applicants safety
riding trainings, gave safety lectures to
more than 9,000 college students,
distributed 500 helmets and checked &
replaced 1,500 side view mirror and
3,800 lights in Lahore, Gujranwala,
Chakwal, Rawalpindi and Islamabad.

Others
AHL organized three day blood donation
camp in collaboration with Fatmid
Foundation, wherein, 53 employees
donated blood. Further, AHL also
donated Rs. 47.4 million for welfare
purposes. Moreover, the company
abides by fundamental principles of
human rights, such as freedom of
employment, prohibition of discrimination
& child labor, right to appropriate
remuneration and compliance with work
and safety regulations.

CSR Report 2015-16
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AkzoNobel Pakistan Limited
AkzoNobel sees community investment as the panacea to
social ills that plague Pakistan and in an effort to embody
this ideal, every year the company continues to enhance
its contributions towards the positive development of
society. In the effort to uphold this tradition, AkzoNobel
Pakistan carried out a number of focused community
development initiatives in 2015-2016; mostly in the areas
of Health, Education, Sustainability and Social
Development under their Human Cities Initiative.

Education
AkzoNobel joined hands with The Citizens Foundation
to undertake exposure to the Rahbar Program for its
employees twice this year. 100 children were invited to
the AkzoNobel plant and were shown the production
process and provided mentoring by employees. A
partnership with British Overseas School led to the
support of fundraising activities carried out by the
school which successfully raised money for a
deserving school and three other affiliated charities.
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Environment
As a founding members of the Pakistan Green Building
Council (PGBC), AkzoNobel considers the initiative a
means of inspiring and engaging others to embrace
sustainable practices. AkzoNobel participated in the
first Pakistan Coating Shows as a means of creating
awareness about environmental sustainability and its
advantages. AkzoNobel's unique lead and
chromate-free paint formulations provide consumers
with the choice of environment friendly products.

Community
Development
LettuceBee Kids in Islamabad is an institution that
reintegrates street children back into society by
teaching practical skills. AkzoNobel contributed by
creating a modern design and look for the
organization’s new school. AkzoNobel also assisted the
Sajan Nagar Public Education Trust and the Pakistan
Society for the Rehabilitation of the Disabled to tackle a
high dropout rate by repairing their infrastructure.
AkzoNobel also organized a fundraising concert for the
SOS Children’s Village.

Health
On the occasion of its third anniversary, AkzoNobel employees visited the Ganga
Ram Thalassemia Ward, Care Foundation Sheikhupura and Bali Memorial Trust
Girls Orphanage, to include them in our celebrations. The effort included the
organization of fun filled activities with children and patients, which included the
distribution of food and gifts.

Others
In 2015-2016, AkzoNobel employees celebrated Ramadan by generously
participating in a donation drive for the Edhi Foundation, which included the
provision of monetary donations and gifts. As a result of this generosity, the
Foundation was able to arrange drinking water facilities for a boy’s orphanage.

CSR Report 2015-16
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Archroma Pakistan Limited
We continuously challenge the status quo in the
deep belief that we can make our industry
sustainable. Our ideology leads to empower youth
through educational programs, environment
protection, enhancing peoples’ lives and respecting
our planet as a good corporate citizen.

Education
Since decades, Archroma Center of Excellence is
passing the torch of learning to the next generation.
Our investment of Rs. 4.6 million in regular training
programs has enabled 161 batches comprising of
4,807 students to gain hands on practical experience
in business environment. We also train textile
technicians from the industry to increase their
professional know-how.
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Environment
Our Sustainable Effluent Treatment Plant with Zero
Liquid Discharge at Jamshoro site saves “Water”, the
most precious natural resource. Not a single drop of
water is wasted as water cycle goes through a
well-planned process. Our offices are “Green Office”
certified by WWF. At all our locations, we make full use
of natural light and air instead of electricity.

Community
Development
At Chakar Khan Goth, we installed a Clean Water
Supply Plant as well as at Jamshoro we provide water
to neighboring community – approx. 120,000 gallons
per day, totally free of cost. Entrepreneurship is
developed for new & small enterprises in textile dyeing
and printing business. We provide them tool kits and
give training on color match, print chemistry, basics of
marketing to maximize their profitable growth. We have
planted hundreds of trees in the vicinity of our sites.

Health
Archroma supports health projects of by monetary donations to non-profit
hospitals. Employee volunteerism is encouraged through blood donation
campaigns to support Thalassemia patients at Umair Sana Foundation. We
organize health talks to spread awareness amongst employees. We work diligently
towards work place safety to eliminate accidents by behavioral change and shop
floor trainings through a program of "12 Life Saving Rules".

Others
Our employees volunteer to give technical training on Quality Assurance at Federal
Urdu University, work with trade bodies on infrastructure, security, women
empowerment and develop syllabi for GIZ vocational training projects.

CSR Report 2015-16
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Attock Cement Pakistan Limited
Attock Cement Pakistan Limited has undertaken
initiatives in the areas of education, health,
environment, infrastructure development and has
contributed significantly to enhance living standards for
the local community adjoining the ACPL facilities.

Education
ACPL has taken the lead in imparting education to the
local community and is managing a primary level
school with over two hundred students that includes
both boys and girls. Attock Cement manages the
school’s expenditure for building, staff, uniforms &
books. ACPL has also built and donated a building to
The Citizens Foundation supporting 300 students.
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Environment
ACPL takes the threat of climate change seriously
and has been working on projects such as the
Waste Heat Recovery System for the reduction of
its carbon emissions.

Community
Development
In addition to health and education, ACPL also takes
care of needy families in the vicinity, providing ration to
300 poor widows and orphans. The company also
provides clean drinking water to nearby villages that
consist of over three hundred houses in eighteen
Goths as well as extends financial assistance to
various deserving families.

Health
ACPL puts great emphasis on the well-being of the inhabitants of Hub in
Balochistan. The company operates a six-bedded hospital near its factory
premises, providing free treatment for the local community. The daily turnover
of the clinic is around 100 patients for the OPD treatment, being attended by
both male and female doctors, with gynecology and obstetrics related
treatment also being provided.

Infrastructure Development
The company also has rebuilt a road to facilitate commuters using
the route from Attock Cement towards Sakran Police Station.

CSR Report 2015-16
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Attock Refinery Limited
ARL has always considered its contribution as a
responsible corporate citizen important for the creation
of an improved community that is productive and
sustainable. The company continued its efforts for
positive change while focusing on health, environment,
education and community development.

Education
ARL’s priority area remains education
and skill development, with the company
offering internships, apprenticeship,
training opportunities, educational visits
and study projects to students and fresh
graduates from universities around
Pakistan. ARL also supported
educational institutions to extend quality
learning for the deserving.
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Environment
Attock Refinery is committed to the
protection of the environment. In
2015-2016, over 12,000 tree saplings
were planted by ARL and the company
also enhanced the production capacity
of organic vegetables from the ARL
Vegetable Farm. The company also
arranged safety awareness sessions for
employees during World Environment
Day.

Community
Development
ARL continued to sponsor and support
various sports events and has excellent
cricket, hockey, football, swimming,
squash, gymnasium and tennis facilities,
which are open to local teams to
promote physical sports opportunities in
the area. ARL is also providing potable
water to the nearby villages and also
provides free fuel, utilities and
maintenance support to the area
schools, mosques and organizations for
special persons. The company also
provided financial support to some Union
Councils and to a special school for
children with impaired hearing.

Health
Attock Hospital Private Limited is a
subsidiary of ARL providing health
services including free medical camps,
blood donation campaigns and services
for poor and needy persons of the
surrounding community. These investments in health are also made free of
cost for under-served communities
through the Attock Sahara Foundation.
The company also arranged health
awareness seminars for the community
on hygiene, infectious diseases, fire and
safety hazards.



Bank of Tokyo – Mitsubishi UFJ Limited



(A member of MUFG, a global financial group)

In line with the corporate social responsibility
values of MUFG group, Bank of Tokyo – Mitsubishi
UFJ Limited – Karachi Branch is committed to
sustainable development and responsible growth
in the area where it operates.





Community Development
One of our key focus areas from the corporate social responsibility front
includes community development. In the past, Karachi branch has engaged
with several non-profit organizations to provide support and in kind donations
to their beneficiaries. MUFG implements an initiative called GVM – Global
Volunteer Month in November each year to address social issues and plans
to raise value as a corporation by strengthening bonds with local
communities.

Others
Infrastructure Development
The bank helped inhabitants of Sown Lucky Goth by providing them with basic
every day necessities that will help them become self-reliant and better prepared
for the winters and difficult times looming ahead. Volunteers prepared boxes of
necessary items for approximately 50 households. These included blankets,
grocery items for three months and canvases to provide shelter from extremely
cold winds. Moreover, to stimulate an interest towards education, stationary items
were also distributed among the children of the village.

CSR Report 2015-16
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BASF Chemicals & Polymers Pakistan (Private) Limited
At BASF, our goal is to make a positive contribution to a
future worth living in Pakistan. For us, acting responsibly
means improving safety, health and environmental
protection and fostering awareness for these issues
amongst our employees, customers and suppliers. In this
way, we contribute to BASF’s sustainable success. We
organized and participated in community projects in the
areas of education and health to ensure sustainable
growth and development in the country.

Education
In 2016, BASF joined hands with The Citizens Foundation (TCF) for their
Rahbar Mentorship Program. Employees at BASF helped make a difference
in the lives of 527 children nationwide by volunteering for this program, which
primarily aims to promote education among underprivileged students. At this
seven-week intensive mentorship program, volunteers from BASF provided
counselling to help mentees develop a positive thought process, discover their
inner strengths and plan to realize personal goals.
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Health
BASF held its annual voluntary blood donation camp event in Karachi and
Lahore recently, organized for the second time in partnership with the Indus
Hospital and Fatimid Foundation respectively. At the two camps, BASF
employees, customers and other external stakeholders helped replenish low
blood inventories at the hospital and raise the importance of blood donation in
Pakistan.

Bata Pakistan Limited
As a corporate responsible citizen, Bata Pakistan is
actively fulfilling its responsibilities under CSR principles
and a special program for providing better education,
health and environment to underprivileged children –
known as Bata Children's Program (BCP). We
performed various initiatives under CSR & BCP such as
tree plantation, arranging medical camps,
reconstruction/renovation of schools, mentoring
sessions, donating shoes, books, clothing etc.

Education
Mentorship sessions were held in
different government schools where Bata
employees volunteered to inspire
children in career counselling and
personality building traits by sharing their
own success stories. Bata
reconstructed/renovated one school in
Muzaffarabad and seven in Neelum
Valley (Azad Jammu Kashmir). Bata also
donated 300 school chairs and 931 pairs
of shoes amongst students of these
schools.

Environment
A tree plantation campaign was
arranged by the volunteers of Bata
Children’s Program in which more than
1,000 trees and saplings were planted in
Batapur and our Branch Factory at
Maraka. This inspirational activity saw
enthusiastic participation of employees
and their children who were explained
the importance and role of green plants
on our earth. We arranged awareness
sessions in different government
schools and conducted workshops to
inculcate the sense of better
environment to protect the earth.

Community
Development
Bata Pakistan has established an upper
stitching training center to provide
stitching training facility to our employees’
families and to the people living in nearby
community to prepare them for future
employment opportunities in the
numerous stitching units in the vicinity of
Batapur. This community program is
completely free of cost and a marvelous
opportunity to receive hands-on training
in a supportive environment.

Health
In order to create awareness around
health amongst the youngsters, medical
camps were arranged in three different
schools where a general practitioner
along with a paramedical team communicated health caring tips, examined the
health status of students and suggested
them the way of life to be adopted to
remain healthy. We also arranged
measles vaccination camp and launched
polio eradication campaign in Batapur
and nearby communities.

CSR Report 2015-16
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Bayer Pakistan (Private) Limited
With Bayer’s core business, we have a major impact on
societal development. At the same time, we depend on
intact social framework conditions and an
innovation-friendly business environment. For us, it is
therefore important to contribute to society’s future
viability and create value in diverse ways. Within the
scope of our social commitment, we thus make targeted
strategic investments in the areas of education, health,
disaster relief and community development.

Education
With prime focus of its CSR on
Education, Bayer Pakistan partnered
with TCF to sponsor the ‘Aagahi’
program. This adult literacy program was
run nationwide with focus on adult
women who were deprived of any form
of education previously. 178 centers
were set up across Pakistan which
helped educate over 45,000 adults.
Furthermore, we supported MOVE
program that encouraged students to
take up science projects that would
eventually lead to a better life for their
community.
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Community
Development
Bayer Pakistan partnered with the Aman
Foundation to provide vocational training
to the deserving who were then
absorbed within the organization.

Health
In collaboration with Omair Sana
Foundation, Thalassemia awareness
campaign was executed. This yearlong
campaign focused on trying to create
awareness on thalassemia as the only
way to avoid this blood disorder is
through public awareness. These
awareness campaigns were arranged at
different colleges, universities, hospitals
and public places. This campaign
reached out to approximately 500,000
people. Furthermore, we also supported
The Kidney Center, providing free of cost
treatment to the underprivileged.

Disaster Relief
Bayer Pakistan in collaboration with
HOPE foundation constructed 50 new
homes to as many families in Martung
which was one of the most affected
areas by the Earthquake in early 2015.
Furthermore, relief goods were also
distributed amongst victims in Birkot and
Shangla District.

CitiBank N.A., Pakistan
Citi through the Citi Foundation works to promote
economic progress and improve the lives of people in
low-income communities around the world. We invest in
efforts that increase financial inclusion, catalyze job
opportunities for youth and reimagine approaches to
building economically vibrant cities. The Citi Foundation’s
“More than Philanthropy” approach leverages the
enormous expertise of Citi and its people to fulfill our
mission and drive thought leadership and innovation.

Environment
During the holy month of Ramadan, an Iftaar dinner
was organized at the SOS Village in Lahore and
Islamabad. After the Iftaar, educational items such as
school bags, stationary, books etc. were also
distributed amongst the children.

Community
Development
Citibank arranged a visit to a government girls’ school
for our female employees. The aim of this visit was to
have our female employees interact with the young
female students, who mostly belonged to traditionally
conservative background. This visit allowed these
students to gain firsthand account/experience of a
career woman’s life. CitiBank and Citi Foundation in
collaboration with the British Asian Trust, also
conducted a Capacity Building Workshop in Lahore
Pakistan, over the course of three days.

Health
In Ramadan, an iftaar was held at the Indus Hospital
for around 600 patients and their families. Majority of
the patients present, were undergoing lengthy
treatments and were underprivileged from the rural
areas of Pakistan. To facilitate them and give them a
change from their daily routine, Citibank arranged iftaar
dinner boxes. The event comprised of many activities
including a CPR workshop, where the Citi volunteers
were given basic training on life saving techniques.

CSR Report 2015-16
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Continental Biscuits Limited
At Continental Biscuits Limited, we believe in being
'Good Corporate Citizens' which is evident from the
fact that we have always had our focus on
sustainability of environment and resources at large.
We realize that our future success is dependent upon
the future of the environment and the society to
which we belong and in which we exist.

Education
As part of CSR initiatives on education,
scholarships were given to deserving
students of IBA Sukkur to complete their
education. In addition to this, financial
and non financial support was also
provided to Family Education Services
Foundation (FESF) which runs school for
deaf children in Karachi and
Rashidabad, Sindh. At the same time,
company is also sponsoring school fees
of children of factory workers who have
been showing good grades to help them
complete their studies through private
English medium schools.
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Community
Development
As part of Community Development
initiative, the Benazir Bhutto Park in
Sukkur, Sindh was completely renewed
along with installation of swings in the
play area for the children and a walking
track for the elders.

Health
Support was provided for the patients of
Al Shifa Eye Hospital where the patients
of CATRACT were provided free of cost
treatment.

Others
The underprivileged in Sukkur, Sindh
have been provided with free food on
regular basis. Furthermore, donation
was also provided to the US Consulate
on their National Day.

DHL Pakistan (Private) Limited
Corporate Social Responsibility is an integral part of
our business strategy. With “Living Responsibly” as
our moto, we focus on environmental protection,
disaster management and education. In 2015, as part
of our Global Volunteer Day, DHL Express Pakistan
employees, volunteered to invest their time on
meeting and arranging series of activities with orphan
children based in Karachi and Lahore, Pakistan.

Education
At Karachi, a large group of DHL Express employees volunteered at a school
for deaf children called ‘Family Educational Services Foundation’, led by a
non-profit organization. DHL employees donated school uniforms to
approximate 160 students. Members of Senior Management Team also
formed part of volunteer team and wholeheartedly participated in the event
which was admired by management and children of FESF. At Faisalabad,
employees visited the SOS Children’s Village. Children were delighted to
participate in the fun filled activities hosted by DHL team of Faisalabad.

Community Development
Apart from visiting the school, two orphanage homes namely Edhi Child Home in
Karachi and Dar-ul-Shafqat in Lahore were also visited by two different teams of
DHL’s volunteers. Another group of volunteers of Karachi team visited the institute
for special needs children called ‘Willing & Able Institute’. The group organized a
number of interesting activities to mingle with the special children and spent
quality time while entertaining them with music, games and other fun-filled
activities.
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Eli Lilly Pakistan (Private) Limited

Eli Lilly’s CSR activities focus on helping
communities, working in healthcare and
medical education to promote longer, healthier
and active lives.

Education
Eli Lilly is the pioneer of Diabetes Education in
Pakistan facilitating healthcare professionals (HCPs)
and patient counseling throughout the country. In
2015, Eli Lilly provided support to around 71,000
patients & their care givers and more than 2,000
nurses and pharmacy staffs. This service is being
provided to approximately 580 healthcare providers
throughout Pakistan. This has provided education and
awareness to a large number of patients and
healthcare providers about diabetes and osteoporosis.
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Community
Development
Eli Lilly always remained in forefront with the victims of
natural disasters whether it is earthquake or flood. Lilly
reached out to victims in the affected areas, donated
cloths, foods and medicines.

Health
Lilly has a long history of collaborating with healthcare
providers and institutions for better patient outcomes.
Over the years, Eli Lilly has made significant contributions to charitable institutions and served by providing
free insulin donations, medicines, medical equipment
and IT Support etc. Our donations to these charitable
organizations across the country helped the betterment of poor patients and improved healthcare
infrastructure. Last year, Eli Lilly and Company
provided 780,000 vials of insulin to the International
Diabetes Federation's (IDF) Life for a Child program.

ENI Pakistan Limited
We are a responsible sustainable company where we
support communities and create value over time. For
us acting in a socially responsible way means
respecting people and their rights, guaranteeing their
safety and safeguarding the environment. In 2015,
ENI Pakistan invested over PKR 60 million in various
projects all aimed to enhance the quality of life for the
underprivileged in the country.

Education
To ensure quality education services,
ENI supports community schools and
provides scholarships for higher studies.
Furthermore, facilitation for computer
and vocational skills by vocational
training centers is also supported. In
2015, ENI Pakistan has supported 28
community schools and two TCF
schools. These supported schools have
an accumulative enrolment of over 1700
students. Furthermore, ENI Pakistan
supported 6 vocational Training centers
where approx. 400 boys and girls have
been provided with vocational training.

Environment
ENI set up 37 veterinary camps for
animals & drenching where over 6,000
animals were vaccinated.

Health
ENI Pakistan initiative of improving
health of outreach community is running
successfully through Mother & Child
health center and other respective
community health centers. In total, ENI
supports 6 community health centers
and one Mother and child care center.
Furthermore, mobile health clinics are
also supported in remote areas of
Pakistan. With these initiatives in health
sector, ENI has reached out to over
42,000 patients, providing them free of
cost healthcare.

Infrastructure Development
Water management is being done
through designated water tanks and
installation of hand pumps & water
supply schemes. ENI through its
infrastructure development initiatives
has installed Deep Hand pumps,
installed Solar lights in remote villages,
provided drinking water supply, set up
fencing for irrigation system, constructed
concrete pavement for safe drainage,
and installed solar water supply scheme.
With these initiatives, ENI has reached
out to over 630 households in remote
areas of Pakistan.
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Engro Corporation Limited
We are accountable for the socio economic impact
our businesses create and take ownership of the
welfare and development of the communities
around us and in our value chains. Our focus areas
of community development are livelihood, skills
development, education, health, infrastructure and
disaster relief.

Education
Engro has adopted 13 schools in Ghotki, 2 in Nara
Sukkur and 4 in Sahiwal around its major production
sites. Most of these initiatives are managed by
reputable partners like Indus Resource Centre, Care
Foundation and TCF. Some schools are self-managed
as well like Engro Foundation’s 12 primary and 2
middle schools in Katcha area of Ghotki. Sahara
Welfare Society is an employee managed voluntary
organization which runs a primary and secondary
school. The supported schools have helped educate
approximately 6,000 underprivileged children.
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Infrastructure
Development
These projects are carried out around our Fertilizer
and Power generation plants in Ghtoki. They
include sewerage and waste water recycling
schemes, solar street lighting, street pavements,
RO plants and other community works.

Community
Development
These are community based initiatives in Ghotki
around our fertilizer plant. In livelihoods, community is
supported to establish microenterprises. Art and Craft
is primarily a skills development center for stitching and
embroidery work.

Others

Health
Most of the healthcare facilities supported by Engro are around our major
production areas. Sahara clinics (OPD) are managed through employee-led
voluntary organization. Clinic in Sukkur (OPD) is run by a local reputable
partner Blessing Foundation. Free Snake-bite treatment is self-managed
program by Engro doctors in Daharki and running since 1977. These
healthcare facilities have provided free of cost treatment to over 38,000
patients belonging to the underprivileged communities in the area.

Engro set up a skills development company which runs a TTC in
Daharki offering diploma and certificate courses in trades and
technologies required by local industry. Graduates from this
institution are in high demand. Engro also runs skills
development/livelihood projects in its value chains. One such project
is co-funded by DEG Germany which trains women farmers and
entrepreneurs in dairy industry. Furthermore, Engro worked with
GIZ to train 12000+ farmers and farm workers in rice-wheat belt of
Punjab. Project concluded in Aug 2015.
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Faysal Bank Limited
Faysal Bank Limited has been very active in the areas
of education, healthcare and community development
with its primary focus on education as the bank is
concerned about the different standards of education
catering to different segments of population based on
their financial standing in the society. Faysal Bank has
also special focus on healthcare and community
development in their CSR initiatives.

Education
Faysal Bank Limited strived to give education its
rightful share by spending PKR 5,290,000 in 2015-16
as unfortunately education has not yet been
recognized as an indispensable necessity in our
society. The bank provided education sponsorships to
the students in Sindh and Punjab. It also provided
transportation relief and student aid material for
enhancing educational facilities for the beneficiaries.
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Community
Development
Faysal Bank also believes in strong community. In an
attempt to bring alleviation in poverty, besides working
in formal and special education, they also sponsored
students of different recognized vocational training
institutes like Hunar Foundation, Professional
Educational Foundation and Karigar Training Institutes
by spending PKR 8,000,000 on the scholarships.

Health
In healthcare, Faysal Bank has been supporting
various public hospitals like SIUT, Civil Hospital, Jinnah
Hospital, Friends of Burns Centre etc. by spending
PKR 69,996,000. They also sponsored the cost of
construction and equipment of ER CT Scan Unit of
Indus Hospital towards their Phase I expansion plan.
Recognizing AKUH’s commitment to check increasing
cardiac problems, significant contribution was made to
their Centre of Excellence in Cardiac Sciences project
besides contribution in Marie Adelaide Leprosy Centre
Gilgit Baltistan.

General Electric International Operations Co. Inc.

General Electric has carried out diversified
nature of CSR activities in 2015-16 and aims to
continue with the same.

Environment
GE’s Operations & Maintenance team raised
community awareness on environmental issues
through seminars and educational activities for
children, public messages, implementing energy
conservation measures and tree plantation drives.

Community
Development
GE Volunteers supported the SOS Children’s Village in
Lahore by providing cricket kits of uniforms, sports
shoes, bats and balls. The Volunteers also stopped for
a short friendly cricket practice session with the staff
and children. The equipment helped thirteen 12-15
year old boys at the Village to participate in the Annual
All-Pakistan SOS Cricket Tournament.

Health
GE employees organized a blood donation camp on
February 26, 2016 in collaboration with the Pakistan
Institute of Medical Sciences (PIMS). The blood units
collected were used for patients admitted at PIMS
Hospital, especially children and young adults suffering
from thalassemia.
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Hinopak Motors Limited
Hinopak seeks to contribute to the sustainable
development of society by helping people and goods
get where they need to go – safely, economically with
environmental responsibility. In line with its CSR
Guidelines, it places considerable emphasis on
contributions in four core areas: transportation
support, protection of the global environment, cultural
events and the arts and providing community support.

Education
Continuing with the company’s commitment to produce
and sustain a positive learning environment and quality
education, Hinopak not only revamped the
infrastructure and academic facilities but also launched
“Learning Ka Wheel”; a personality grooming &
entrepreneurial skills development program at SITE
Model School. Along with the same merit-based
scholarships were awarded to engineering students
and children of Hinopak workers to complete their
education.
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Environment
Every year 5th June is celebrated as World
Environment Day and whole June as Environment
Month. Different programs are held to educate
employees about environmental conservation and
Pollution Prevention. Moreover, different
environmental activities were performed like Tree
plantation, environmental awareness sessions for
SITE Model School Children and cleaning activity
at Dar-ul-Sukun. Banners and posters depicting
importance of environmental preservations were
displayed during the whole month.

Community
Development
In order to strengthen the local manufacturing industry
and the level of vendors to a height where they can
compete not only locally but globally in terms of
technology, quality and cost various training programs
were organized by the company. With this mission, a
2-day skill contest was also arranged for skills
enhancement of relative human resource.

Health
This year Hinopak’s management visited Dar-ul-Sukun; home for mentally
and physically disabled people. The management supported them by bearing
their medical expenses throughout the year. Moreover, World Autism
Awareness Day was celebrated there, aimed to promote realization about
such people, especially children and highlight the need to help and improve
the quality of life of these special ones.

Disaster Relief
In the wake of the devastating earthquake that triggered in October
2015 in the northern areas of Pakistan, the management of Hinopak
in collaboration with Pakistan Army conducted an earthquake relief
activity. Winter jackets and quilts were distributed amongst the
earthquake victims.
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ICI Pakistan Limited
The CSR activities of ICI Pakistan Limited are managed
through the ICI Pakistan Foundation, a registered trust run
and managed by a Board of Trustees. Additionally, numerous
other community activities are carried out directly by the
company itself. The foundation’s philosophy places primary
focus on four main areas: education, health, community and
environment. However, it also supports civic development
through investment in community projects, disaster relief and
rehabilitation activities.

Education
The ICI Pakistan Foundation upgraded the Household
Electrical Wireman Course at the company’s Polyester
Manufacturing plant to a three-phase Industrial
Electrical Wireman Course. A basic Electrical Wireman
short course was also initiated in Lyari, Karachi. A
three-month MS Office and English Language course
and Adult Literacy Program were also initiated. A new
facility was constructed for the Ladies’ Welfare Centre
in Khewra, which has trained over 1,200 students
since its establishment in 1970, empowering
community women with marketable skills.
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Environment
The foundation renovated the Allama Iqbal Municipal
Park at Pind Dadan Khan, Khewra. Besides
landscaping and tree plantation, the park also
features playground equipment for the community’s
children. Earth Day and World Environment Day were
celebrated with tree plantation drives at Khewra;
Sheikhupura; Life Sciences’ Multan Road facility,
Lahore; and in Lyari, Karachi. Over 1,000 saplings
were planted in total on this occasion with a total of
18,050 trees planted by the company at various
occasions through the year.

Community
Development
Company volunteers arranged Independence Day
celebrations for paediatric patients at Karachi’s Civil
Hospital and National Institute of Cardiovascular
Diseases (NICVD). Volunteers also engaged with
children at the SOS Children’s Village to educate them
on recycling and reusing everyday household
materials. Over 150 children participated in this activity,
eagerly embracing the concept of minimising waste
and finding new uses for discarded objects.

Others

Health
The ICI Pakistan Foundation provided funds to set up the Hamqadam
Community Clinic at Khewra, in collaboration with the Marie Adelaide Leprosy
Centre (MALC), Karachi, to cater to mother-and-child healthcare issues – a
pressing need in the remote locality. The clinic features a lady doctor, a
midwife/lady health visitor and other staff. The Foundation also donated a
state-of-the-art ambulance to the clinic for community use.

A livestock wellbeing programme was started for dairy farmers,
introducing the ‘Cattle Crush,’ which is the name given to an
especially manufactured cage or pen that restrains animals safely for
the duration of veterinary procedures. This safe restraining method
prevents injury to both, veterinary staff/handlers and animals
themselves. A total of 25 units are being installed in remote areas
across Pakistan, particularly in the KPK and Potohar region.
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IFFCO Pakistan (Private) Limited

IFFCO Pakistan (Private) Limited has shown great
commitment towards the CSR activities for the
betterment of people of Pakistan.

Education
IFFCO’s CSR initiatives are focused towards
sustainable development of the society by investing
PKR 10,000 at the grass root levels such as basic
education.
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Environment
Industrial waste water can have hazardous effects on
the environment. IFFCO has installed a waste water
treatment facility which ensures that clean water is
released into environment. A Shajar Kari (tree
plantation) activity financed by IFFCO in PQ vicinity
aimed to plant 2,200 trees.

Community
Development
Partnered with Amigos Welfare Trust, the program is
committed to train and develop the blind population to
become useful and productive for the society.

Indus Motor Company Limited
Acutely mindful of our social responsibility, we
remain committed to actively reach out and
support the underprivileged segments of society.
In 2015-16, we contributed an amount of Rs 141
million towards our social development canvas,
which includes health, education, environmental
conservation, road safety and humanitarian
response to natural disasters.

Education
We believe that the future of a country
and the success of business are
dependent on the quality of education
being delivered today. IMC has made a
substantial investment of Rs 55 million in
2015-16 towards improving the
education sector, through
apprenticeship, fellowship technical
education program and student
endowment funds necessary for the
advancement of our country’s youth.

Community
Development
Since its inception, IMC has been
providing free medical treatment to the
economically marginalized villagers in
the vicinity of its plant. Our free medical
camps run at three locations every week
i.e Razzaqabad, Saleh Muhammad
Goth and Kohi Goth. Apart from our
weekly Cooked Food distribution,
around 250 children are provided full
financial support for their
primary/secondary education through
TCF schools.

Health
The economic prosperity of a community
depends on a healthy and productive
population. IMC made a generous
donation of Rs 100 million in three years
to Jinnah Hospital for new Surgical &
OPD Complex under construction. It has
also donated ambulances to Aman
Foundation, Karachi and Jam-e-Shafa
Hospital, Quetta in collaboration with the
Japanese Consulate. The philanthropic
contributions of around Rs. 69 million
were made in 2015-16 towards
healthcare initiatives including clinical
support and infrastructure development.

Disaster Relief
Indus Motor has always been at the
forefront and actively involved in
providing assistance in case of natural
calamity or national emergency. IMC
was amongst the first private sector
organization to be involved in the
Earthquake Relief Operation that hit
Shishkoo, Madaklusht in Chitral and
also Dir in November 2015, donating
dry food rations, utensils and winterized
tents, in collaboration with the Focus
Humanitarian Assistance Pakistan of
Aga Khan Trust.
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ITOCHU Corporation Karachi Office

ITOCHU Corporation is focused on CSR activities
and working to enhance the CSR umbrella of the
corporation.

Education
ITOCHU visited several schools and
shared principles of a good citizen with
children. We also spent time with the
children in a friendly environment.
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Community
Development
Internship program is our regular CSR
practice, we invite students from the
universities like IOBM and IQRA and
give them an experience of internship at
our office.

Health
ITOCHU is sharing the vision of
Thalassemia free Pakistan in
collaboration with AMTF (Afzal Memorial
Thalassemia Foundation) and also
donating blood regularly.

Disaster Relief
The staff of ITOCHU personally
contributed to the betterment of
earthquake victims and donated food,
water and medicines to them.

J&P Coats Pakistan (Private) Limited

J&P Coats Pakistan (Private) Limited has been
active in education and community
development as far as CSR is concerned
during the period 2015 to 2016.

Education
School Uplift and Restoration of Basic Amenities project was undertaken and
completed at a government school located in Liaquatabad, Karachi. The
school has 2,200 students.
Access to English Language Program project involves refurbishing the class
room setup. The program currently reaches out to 70 students, equipping
them with proficiency in reading, writing and speaking English and thereby
helps provide better employment opportunities.

Community Development
To promote economic empowerment of women, Coats Pakistan initiated a
Community Engagement Program to teach underprivileged women a specialized
skill and create possible income streams. For this purpose, Coats partnered with
‘The Education Foundation’ to impart stitching skills to women from low-income
areas. Coats Pakistan donated equipment to set up a formal training floor to
provide specialized training in stitching grounded in the latest technology and
embroidery trends.
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Jubilee Life Insurance Company Limited
JLI is committed to acting responsibly in the long term
in how it does its business, and meeting its vision of
"Enabling people to overcome uncertainty". JLI's CSR
Policy as approved by its Board of Directors, covers a
broad spectrum of activities in respect of the
environment, support of healthcare, education, sports,
rural development, cultural heritage, civil society and
humanitarian assistance.

Education
JLI encourages the cause of education
by supporting educational institutions
through donations. Donations worth PKR
1.5 million were made to such
institutions.
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Infrastructure
Development
JLI promotes infrastructure
development through donations to
rganizations/bodies serving to promote
rural development, civic amenities and
civil society and contributed PKR 5
million towards this end.

Health
JLI’s sphere of CSR is strongly
committed to the field of health, &
provides sustainable life & health
insurance at highly affordable costs
through its Micro Insurance schemes.
This was complemented by over 88
health awareness campaigns through a
dedicated team of doctors venturing in
the rural areas of Sindh, Punjab, KPK
and Gilgit Baltistan, where health care
facilities are scarce, providing free
consultation & medicines, routine tests,
referrals and diagnostics, besides
holding blood donation camps.

Other
Towards promotion of cultural heritage,
JLI provided financial support of PKR 7
million in terms of donations to
organizations/bodies engaged in the
promotion and preservation of the rich
and unique cultural heritage of Pakistan

Kansai Paints (Private) Limited
Kansai paints has always kept in mind the
communities that it operates in. Apart from
promoting and selling environment-friendly
products, Kansai also believes in supporting the
communities by supporting them in the areas of
Health and Education.

Education
Health
By supporting Fukuoka School for mentally and physically handicapped
children by donations, Kansai Paints is helping those who are completely
ignored in our general society. Kansai Paints believes that they need our
particular attention and need our help to stand at their own as an independent
and dignified citizen.

Health
By supporting Transparent Hands through donations, Kansai paints is trying to
help them provide free medical treatment to poor people.
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K-Electric Limited
In 2015-16, K-Electric spent PKR 92 million on education, health,
community development and disaster relief. The K-Electric Social
Investment Programs (SIP) aim at investing time and resources into
projects that can change the social and economic landscape of the
country. Under this uniquely developed model, the utility is committed
to maintaining and bettering partnerships to ensure that public welfare
institutions are enabled and empowered. 3.43 million people are
impacted on an annual basis through this program.

Education
K-Electric under its Knowledge Sharing
Platform, engages students for technical
and non-technical trainings at KE
Installations and University Campuses
from leading engineering and business
schools. Over 3,400 students have been
provided such trainings and briefings
over the year. KE has also created first of
its kind technical testing lab at the NED's
Electrical Department and has donated
usable working equipment to the lab for
students to get firsthand knowledge.
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Environment
In 2013, KE launched its 5 year
cumulative Climate Change framework
to address critical challenges faced by
one of the largest city of the world.
Keeping this in view, KE planted over
50,000 trees in partnership with Pakistan
Navy, Karachi University, WWF and
Internal Plantation Drives at KE facilities.
KE plans to achieve the target of
100,000 trees by end of 2016.

Community
Development
KE Invests deeply in development of
underprivileged children through sports
advancement with various partners. KE
organized two key events, 5th KE Liyari
Football Leauge in collaboration with
Rangers and Anit Narcotics Force and
Inter Zonal Tournament (U19) in
collaboration with I AM KARACHI, by
engaging over 500 youth and used
sports as a deterrent to drugs and
negative activities in their respective
communities.

Health
KE provides free or subsidised electricity
to its entitled partners. It spent PKR 54
million as part of their Social Investment
Program by providing electricity rebates
to SIUT, Indus Hospital, LRBT, MALC,
Karwan-e-Hayat, Kidney Centre,
BaitulSukoon, Lady Dufferin Hospital
APWA RLCC, KITC and SINA. System
enhancements have also been made to
ensure that several hospitals are
exempted from load shedding and are
provided regular supply of electricity.

Disaster Relief
Despite the heat spells being a natural phenomenon,
KE decided to fulfil its responsibility as a corporate
citizen. For this KE partnered with Government
institutions, NGOs and other civil societies to take
preemptive heat spell measures. 300,000 bottles,
30,000 caps, 215,000 ORS, 5 x 2Ton AC along with
100,000 leaflets as information material were
distributed across the city of Karachi.

Infrastructure
Development
KE has successfully created theft free community
model which is now being replicated around the city.
Bare conductor cables are being replaced with Aerial
Bundle cables and the process is complemented by
various Social interventions in the areas to facilitate the
consumers who are coming forward to get legally
connected to the system.

Others
In a unique tribute to 25 notable people/families of
Karachi who have made considerable contribution to
Pakistan, through KE Pride of Karachi awards, KE
provides lifetime free electricity benefit to these 25
notable people. People/families benefiting from this
award include family of Moin Akhtar, Mushtaq Ahmed
Yousufi, Jahangir Khan, Zia Mohyeddin, family of
Mehdi Hassan etc.
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Lotte Chemical Pakistan Limited
Societal responsibility remains an integral part of Lotte’s corporate
culture. Over the years it has supported focused projects pertaining
to education, health, disaster relief, youth engagement,
environmental awareness and community initiatives. In the past year
Lotte has taken various initiatives in the health, education,
environment and community development areas. LCPL provides
financial assistance to needy & deserving people regardless of
religion, gender, race, colour, creed or domicile.

Education
LCPL provided scholarships to selected
deserving students (on a need and merit
basis) in various disciplines. The
scholarships covered their entire
education period, and were renewed
based on students' performance in each
semester.
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Environment
To increase awareness about
environment, tree plantation activities
were conducted at various locations by
its employees. Many man hours were
spent by the employees for this cause.

Community
Development
LCPL works closely with the community
in which it operates. For this, a free eye
screening camp and a health camp were
organized in the surrounding villages of
Port Qasim.
We also supported a magazine to
promote community work.

Health
LCPL believes that access to quality
health care should be everyone's right. In
order to ensure health care is accessible
to everyone in need, we continue to
invest in this area.
Donations were made to AKUH - Patient
Welfare Program, Memon Health and
Education Foundation and SIUT to
provide access to its medical services, to
needy patients who may not be able to
afford normal hospital charges or free
dialysis otherwise.

Meezan Bank Limited
As a socially responsible organization, Meezan Bank
believes in creating value for its stakeholders and
society simultaneously, in a manner that is integrally
linked to its values and the Islamic principle of “Ihsan”.
The Bank recognizes that it is a part of the community
at large and that there is a strong need to contribute to
the society and support those in need, be it on
financial or non-financial basis.

Education

Community
Development

The bank has partnered with Technical & Vocational
Education & Training Program on the education front
for 9 candidates, in particular for females, belonging to
the underserved section of our society. This CSR
initiative will enable the candidates to get employment
in the corporate sector by equipping them with the
knowledge and skill set required for an entry level
position in the corporate sector.

Through prize distribution ceremony at Govt. Degree
College Malir Cantt, Karachi, in honor of the students
who scored the top five positions in Karachi
Intermediate Board, Meezan Bank appreciated the
students of the college. The event was organized by
Meezan Bank in an effort to support quality education
and to encourage and appreciate students for their
hard work and accomplishments.

Health
Meezan Bank strongly supports individuals’ right to
access quality healthcare, irrespective of income level.
The Bank has partnered with several not-for-profit
health organizations, aiming to reinforce its commitment to sustainability and responsibility to the social
environment it operates in. Through these partnerships, the Bank aims to play a role in not only providing
healthcare access to all but also raising the standards
of healthcare.
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METRO Habib Cash & Carry Pakistan (Private) Limited (MCCPK)
We are accountable for the socio economic impact
our businesses create and take ownership of the
welfare and development of the communities around
us and in our value chains. Our focus areas of
community development are livelihood, skills
development, education, health, infrastructure and
disaster relief.

Education
MSDP (METRO Skill Development Program) was
devised and initiated in collaboration by Habib-METRO
Pakistan (House of Habib) & METRO-Habib Cash &
Carry Pakistan to develop skills of youth belonging to
underprivileged families, residing in surrounding areas
of METRO stores in North and South regions of
Pakistan. 30 candidates were selected and taken as
trainees, trained in METRO’s bakery, fish & meat
departments for 3 months.
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Environment
MCCPK has taken a big initiative towards
energy saving by implementing Solartube
Daylighting System in 5 stores which are now
operating completely on daylight. About 85-90%
of sales area of these stores is now day lit.
This has resulted in energy saving by turning off
900 to 1500 light bulbs in each store as well as
reduced air-conditioning usage due to lesser
heat load.

Community
Development
In support to the Dengue awareness drive in Lahore,
MCCPK staff participated in a door to door campaign
in the selected slum areas and distributed the dengue
awareness handouts along with 600 hampers
containing ample quantity of mosquito repellents
sufficient for two months for an average family of 5 to 8
people.
MCCPK also made donations of different articles to the
Christmas Bazar organized by the staff of Embassy of
the Federal Republic of Germany.

Health
MCCPK in coordination with the Punjab Government and with collaboration of
its strategic partner Habib-METRO Pakistan (House of Habib) initiated
Dengue awareness program, aimed to the surrounding areas of its Model
Town store, Lahore. The awareness campaign, was launched in presence of
Government functionaries dignitaries, management of both companies,
employees, customers, and the general public at METRO Cash & Carry
Model Town Link Road Store Lahore.

Disaster Relief
In November 2015, Habib-METRO Pakistan (House of Habib) &
MCCPK dispatched 9 tons of essential relief items of food and
nonfood including blankets, pillows, jackets, sweaters, pulses, flour
and sugar etc. for the earthquake victims of Shangla in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa for at least 500 families with food supplies lasting for 3
weeks. Volunteer employees accompanied two of these trucks with
relief goods and distributed them among the earthquake victims of
Shangla with the help of NDMA.
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Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press (OUP) Pakistan is committed to furthering the
cause of education and learning in Pakistan. To facilitate access to
quality books for disadvantaged students, OUP Pakistan regularly
donates school textbooks, supplementary reading materials, and
dictionaries to schools and NGOs. To support the development of literacy
and extensive reading, it also runs mobile libraries in low-income area
schools. OUP Pakistan regularly hosts literature festivals across the
country to propagate the culture of books and reading.

Education
Health
Two mobile libraries are functioning with the aim of developing a library culture
among school children of low income areas. A large number of Oxford books,
supplementary readers, and dictionaries were donated to the Army Public
School Peshawar library. OUP periodically conducts free teacher training
workshops in remote areas of the country to impart pedagogical skills to
teachers as well as equip them with knowledge of using Oxford textbooks
effectively in the classrooms.

Community
Development
Under community development, OUP holds four important festivals, Children’s
Literature Festival (CLF), Teacher’s Literature Festival (TLF), Karachi Literature
Festival (KLF), and Islamabad Literature Festival (ILF). CLF promotes a culture of
reading, creativity, and critical thinking among children. TLF has been introduced,
as a part of CLF, to provide a forum for around 12,000 school teachers this year.
KLF and ILF aim to provide a forum for intellectual discourse, cultural dialogue,
and exchange of ideas by bringing together Pakistani and international writers,
poets, and academics.
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Nestlé Pakistan Limited
Nestlé Pakistan, as part of its global and local obligations,
believes in Creating Shared Value (CSV) for the
communities in which it operates. Its social responsibility
does not end with a few philanthropic activities; instead
CSV is embedded in Nestlé’s business model, where a
direct engagement and support to communities across
the value chain is extended by our key focus areas of 1.
Nutrition 2. Water Stewardship 3. Environmental
Sustainability 4. Rural Development 5. Our People

Education
Nestlé Pakistan is continuously extending support to
improve existing academic facilities for research and
development in the dairy sector and for the student
support programme. The company, through its CSV
Education Support Programme, provides support to
agriculture universities, veterinary universities and
business schools for research, laboratories and
merit-cum-needy scholarships in food, nutrition,
agriculture and animal husbandry. Nestlé Pakistan in
collaboration with LUMS and IBA launched the
Executive Certificate programme for the promotion of
agricultural entrepreneurship.
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Environment
Nestlé Pakistan has partnered with World Wildlife
Fund (WWF-Pakistan) to implement the Alliance for
Water Stewardship (AWS) standard at Nestlé’s
Sheikhupura Factory. The process was initiated in
July 2015 and is expected to be completed in one
year. Once completed, the Factory will be the first
Nestlé site worldwide to be certified by the AWS.
Upon completion of the certification process for
Sheikhupura, the next site which the Pakistan
Market aims to certify is the Islamabad Factory.

Community
Development
Rural Development is our biggest area of focus. As part
of our Rural Development programmes, we interact
with communities, especially farmers, who are a part
of our dairy value chain in Pakistan. Nestlé Pakistan is
training dairy farmers and livestock workers to help
them increase milk production and their income to
ensure a better life.

Others

Health
Nestlé provides nutritious products to approximately 20,000 children and
underprivileged people annually as they suffer from key micronutrient
deficiencies. Nestlé Pakistan regularly provides company products, primarily
milk, to select schools in urban, semi-urban and rural areas. The children, who
attend the educational institutes we support, are poor and their parents
cannot afford to fulfill their nutritional needs. The Healthy Kids Programme in
Pakistan aims to create awareness about the importance of good nutrition for
school-going children in the rural areas of the country.

Access to clean drinking water is a key development challenge for
Pakistan. In addition to basic hygiene, clean drinking water is a key
ingredient in safeguarding one’s health and wellness. As a part of
our Community Engagement Programme and to support local
communities, Nestlé Pakistan has established 8 clean drinking water
facilities. Located in Muzzaffargarh, Kot Addu, Khanewal, Kabirwala,
Allahbad, Sheikhupura and Bhatti Dhilwan, these facilities provide
clean drinking water to approximately 61,000 people every day.
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Novartis Pharma (Pakistan) Limited
Novartis Pharma (Pakistan) Limited, under its CSR,
contributes a major part of its revenue annually towards
society and community to improve access to medicines
and providing healthcare benefits. Patient Access
Programs are entered with four provincial governments
giving access of medicines to the underprivileged. Total
cancer medicines were provided Free of Charge (under
public/private partnership) to patients valuing
approximately USD 75 million in 2015 alone.

Education
The Company provides grants and donations to
various education institutions as part of its CSR
activities.
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Environment
The company provides facility for supply of drinking
water to adjoining villages of its Jamshoro factory.

Community
Development
Community Partnership day is organized annually to
help various underprivileged members of the society.

Health
Novartis Oncology Access Programs have been
created to ensure that no patient goes without
treatment due to affordability issues. It helps patients
receive treatment irrespective of their financial
capacity. Several partnerships with provincial
governments have entered in so that maximum
number of patients receive access to free medicine.
Novartis conducts several campaigns to increase
awareness about diseases like Thalassemia, Breast
Cancer etc.

Infrastructure
Development
Novartis has helped to establish Thalassemia centers
and to help hospitals improve their facilities in order to
cater to the community in a better manner.

Others
The company provides grants and donations to various
institutions as part of its CSR activities.
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Pak-Arab Pipeline Company Limited (PAPCO)
Pak-Arab Pipeline Company Limited (PAPCO) - operates a
state-of-the-art cross-country pipeline system to transport refined
High Speed Diesel from Karachi ports to up-country. Under the
CSR program, philanthropic contributions have been made to
various deserving institutions in order to help them in their
operations and become sustainable. The CSR program at PAPCO
focuses mainly in the areas of education, health, community
development, environment and response to natural calamity.

Education
PAPCO has supported the primary and
secondary education of numerous
underprivileged children in schools being
run by reputable NGOs. Contributions
are made to deserving institutions
providing education and vocational
training to special children. These NGOs
include institutions which help hearing
impaired children in developing their
speech recognition skills in addition to
sign language and various other ways of
communication; while children with
various mental and physical challenges
are also provided special care.
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Environment
The company has streamlined the
supplies of High Speed Diesel (HSD)
and has eliminated thousands of road
tankers, previously deployed for
transporting HSD from Karachi to
upcountry. As a member of the
WWF-Pakistan, PAPCO reaffirms the
fact that being an integral part of the
energy supply of the country; the
company is equally caring about its
responsibility towards the environment.

Community
Development
PAPCO partnered with the SOS
Children’s Village of Sindh where
homeless children receive hope towards
their future and become contributing
individuals to the society. The Company
supports the Pakistan Association of
Blind to help bringing in the positive
abilities amongst the blind community.
PAPCO has continued supporting The
Garage School where children belonging
to streets and slums of Karachi, receive
quality education.

Health
The CSR Program at PAPCO
significantly contributes in the area of
health. In pursuit to achieve this aim,
PAPCO supports various reputable
hospitals being operated by professional
NGOs. The institutions cater to free of
cost medical care in case of eye
treatment, kidney problems, leprosy
patients and various poor and needy
from all over the country. The continuous
support by PAPCO has helped these
institutions to expand and sustain their
services.

Pakistan Cables Limited
Pakistan Cables continues to play an active role in supporting green
environment and social sector programs and has always been at the
forefront in its recognition and responsibility towards meeting society
needs. The efforts of the company focus mainly on health, education
and environment. Pakistan Cables evaluates in detail each
organization that it supports prior to making contribution.

Education
Health
This year Pakistan Cables has contributed to the cause of Aziz Jehan Begum
Trust Lahore ( AJBT), The Ida Rieu Poor Welfare Association, Aga Khan
Education Services, Ahmed E.H. Jaffer Foundation, Al-Umeed Rehabilitation
Association –AURA and Amir Sultan Chinoy Foundation. With AJBT, PCL has
been committed to the noble cause of alleviating the sufferings of the blind
and visually impaired by training, educating, rehabilitating and enabling them
to live a life of dignity.

Health
This year Pakistan Cables has contributed to the cause of Shaukat Khanum
Hospital, The Kidney Centre, Al Mehrab Tibbi Imdad and Agha Khan Health
Services. By funding these wide array of hospitals, PCL has aim to establish and
maintain general hospitals with emphasis on cancer specialist centers in
Pakistan. At Kidney Centre, the welfare funds, so painstakingly collected, are
disbursed by the Patient Welfare Department after careful scrutiny.
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Pak-Arab Refinery Limited – PARCO
PARCO’s focus areas of CSR are education, health,
vocational training, entrepreneurship, women
empowerment, environment, and disaster relief. As a good
corporate citizen, the company focuses on meeting the
expectations of its internal and external stakeholders in a
sustainable and strategic manner. PARCO not only invests
in its employees, makes efforts for customer satisfaction
and operates ethically, but also undertakes a wide range of
projects to benefit society.

Education
PARCO's Schools and Clinics Support Program is an
important initiative in providing education access to the
remote communities. Since 2008, PARCO has
supported 89 government institutions of which 71 are
schools, where more than 36,000 children are
receiving education. PARCO has been organizing
Teachers Training program for the teachers of
government schools which are supported by PARCO
near its Corporate Headquarter, Mid-Country Refinery
and various Stations and Terminals since several
years. This year’s training focused on “Planning
Effective Lessons”.
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Environment
PARCO is a fully IMS CERTIFIED ENERGY
Company and amongst the first in Pakistan to
simultaneously achieve three international
certifications, that is, ISO 9001:2008 (Quality
Management System), ISO 14001:2004
(Environmental Management System) and OHSAS
18001:2007 (Occupational Health and Safety).
Processing and handling hydrocarbons is our
business and we proactively identify, minimize and
mitigate situations that have the potential to cause
harm to the health and safety of our employees,
customers, service providers, communities, public
and the environment.

Community
Development
PARCO has been fostering the culture of vocational
training and entrepreneurship by providing necessary
support to various technical training institutions. During
the Phase I, PARCO started operational support to
government vocational training centers in Sindh and
Punjab by providing infrastructural needs and
equipment requirements. This support has resulted in
students receiving better training on modern
equipment increasing their chances of employment.
Under Phase II, PARCO has setup a Sewing and
Display Centre for Women at Qasba Gujrat nearby
PARCO’s Mid-Country Refinery.

Others

Health
PARCO has supported several Basic Health Units and Rural Health Centers
in small villages, and located close to PARCO cross-country pipeline
network.These clinics are providing basic healthcare to the local communities.
As a result, community members are no longer required to travel for long
hours to the cities for basic treatment. A Community Welfare Clinic near
PARCO Mid-Country Refinery provides free medical services to the poor
community of Qasba Gujrat.

The Company regularly contributes at institutions run by professional
NGOs that help Special Children in making their lives easier.
PARCO has also generously supported the deaf children receiving
free education at various institutions. PARCO also makes
philanthropic support for professionally run NGOs, providing free
education, medical treatment and technical education to the
underprivileged.
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Pakistan Telecommunications Company Limited
PTCL, as a socially conscious organization, is
dedicated to bring a meaningful change in the
community. The company aims to serve people by
focusing on education, health initiatives, environment
and disaster relief via volunteering, charitable
donations or commercial sponsorships and ensures
the welfare of its employees.

Education
PTCL successfully concluded its flagship youth
development program of one-year Paid Internship
called Triple-E and re launched it as Management
Associate Program (MAP) providing a year-long
learning and development opportunity to fresh
graduates through hands-on training, live projects, job
rotation, exposure to cutting-edge information and
communication technologies. Besides MAP, PTCL
also gave exposure of corporate world to 3,000
graduates in the form of short internships.
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Health
PTCL’s medical teams set up numerous free medical
camps/units across Pakistan to provide expert
consultation and medicines to over 3000 patients in
rural communities. Employees also participated in
various health awareness seminars and campaigns
including sessions on dengue, diabetes, HIV/AIDs,
heat strokes, hypertension, breast cancer, hygiene and
hepatitis etc.

Others
PTCL setup free medical and flood relief camps in
calamity struck areas in KPK, Sindh and Punjab
reaching around 6,400 victims in liaison with the local
authorities. The Company also extended its support in
rebuilding 3 government schools in Swat along with
establishment of state of the art computer labs with full
connectivity and latest equipment. Moreover, PTCL
also initiated several activities to promote a greener
environment including plantation of 1,000 trees.

Pepsi-Cola International (Private) Limited
PepsiCo has invested in excess of PKR 12 million on
various Education, Health and Community
Development initiatives in partnership with renowned
NGOs. It organized blood donation camps and free
medical camps reaching almost 3000 patients in
Punjab and employees frequently volunteered their
time to support many worthy causes.

Education
PepsiCo volunteers conducted a novel Mentorship
Program in collaboration with Care Foundation, aimed
at informing female students in school about different
career options and practical information on the
workings of the corporate world. The company
provides financial assistance to support higher
education of girls. PepsiCo in partnership with the
USPKWC and key universities has also launched a
special internship program to help female interns get
employed with PepsiCo suppliers.

Community
Development
Provision of solar based lighting solution for
addressing the power crisis led constraints and
helping communities on other keys areas of
education, health and sustainable income. PepsiCo
continues to support LABARD, working closely with
disabled communities.

Health
PepsiCo has joined hands with Fatimid Foundation to
combat rare blood diseases like thalassemia and
hemophilia through awareness sessions and blood
donation camps in colleges and universities. Through
"Sharing Smiles" initiative, the company invited
children suffering from Thalassemia to visit FritoLays
plant and engaged them in fun activities. Also, to drive
community health, free medical camps are held in
different villages in Punjab providing free consultation
and medications reaching almost 3,000 patients.
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Pakistan Petroleum Limited
PPL’s CSR policy focuses on social development activities in the
field of education, health, skill development, community
infrastructure and water resource development in the vicinity of the
areas where the company operates. Some major CSR activities
include PPL-TCF schools, scholarship schemes for students, regular
operations of mobile dispensaries, holding of surgical eye camps,
running hospital at Sui and free gas and water supply to entire Sui
town. PPL annually spends 1.5% of its annual pre-tax profit on
promotion of activities across the country under CSR.

Education
PPL believes in education as agent for change in the
society and actively contributes for promotion of
education around its fields. For the purpose, PPL has
set up schools such as Sui Model School & Girls
College, District Dera Bugti and four TCF Schools near
Kandhkot Gas Field, constructed academic blocks and
provided missing educational facilities as well as
granted scholarships to talented and deserving
students. PPL also provided educational scholarships
to eradicate illiteracy from the region. Scholarships
were given for under 4 Year Education Plan (Grade 9
to 12) to 120 Students of Balochistan and national
talent hunt programme for students in KPK.
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Infrastructure
Development
Construction of roads is an initiative which will benefit
the both; PPL and the local Community in terms of
time and energy saving. Some initiatives include
construction of road from Indus Highway to Punhal
Golo village, District Kashmore, construction of road
from Gujar Khan road to village Thakra, District
Rawalpindi along with construction of PCC Road
between village Adhi and Mastala in the same
district.

Community
Development
PPL has granted approval of 08 Water Supply
pipelines in the areas of Ali Sher Barija, Fateh
Mohammad Barija, Noor Mohammad Khousira, Master
Allahyar (Lohi), Abdul Rahim Lohi and Hussain Brohi
Mohammad Barija and Goth Haji Siddiq Jamali at
District Lasbela. Continuously providing supply of
potable water to village Ghaibi Dero, District
Kambar-Shahdadkot and commenced a water supply
scheme at Bhudapur Village Jamshoro.

Health
During the current fiscal year, 07 surgical eye camps were organized near
PPL production fields wherein 20,000 patients benefitted. More than 100,000
patients were provided free of cost healthcare facilities through Mobile
Medical Units operating around PPL fields.
At Sui Field Hospital, PPL Public Welfare Hospital, Sui and PPL Public
Dispensary, Mastala, around 45,000 patients were provided free of cost
consultation, treatment and medicines during 2015-16.

Others
A large population, comprising of youth, residing in rural areas
around companies production fields is unemployed. The situation is
occurring due to low literacy, poor financial background and lack of
vocational training opportunity. To overcome the situation, 15
students were selected to pursue one-year City & Guilds recognized
technical diploma at The Hunar Foundation at Tando Allah Yar. 100
females were trained in dress making, hand and machine
embroidery at Women Vocational Training Centre near Adhi Field.
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Pfizer Pakistan Limited
In 2015-16, Pfizer Pakistan's CSR focus remained on improving the
overall health outcomes investing in excess of PKR 9 million though
numerous partnerships and initiatives in line with its vision of Working
together for a healthier world, including medicine donation in key
therapeutic areas to deserving NGOs, enhancing skillset of doctors and
nurses working in the pediatric emergency rooms, support for earthquake
victims and capacity building programs to train the local health workers,
visitors and community midwives in key disease areas.

Education
Pfizer Pakistan entered into a unique
partnership with Child Life Foundation
which will help save thousands of
children lives at the pediatric emergency
rooms at National Institute of Child
Health and Civil Hospital, Karachi. Pfizer
has committed USD 30,000 towards
enhancing the skillset of doctors and
nurses working in the pediatric
emergency rooms. ChildLife has
demonstrated a direct correlation
between skilled staff and improvement in
the rate of survival.
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Community
Development
In the area of capacity building and
community development, Pfizer
continued to collaborate with JHPIEGO,
a John Hopkins affiliate, to train the
Local Health Workers, Visitors and
Community Midwives in key disease
areas.

Health
Pfizer Pakistan utilized the opportunity of
a large pool of Pfizer medicines for
donations by partnering with several
NGOs. The aim of these donations is to
contribute to improving the health and
well-being of people through provision of
essential medicines. Pfizer Pakistan
signed MoU’s with Marie Stopes Society
and DKT International to help improve
access to Pfizer’s family planning product
and build the capacity of existing health
delivery systems to respond to the
world’s health challenges.

Disaster Relief
In October 2015, a 7.5 earthquake struck
Pakistan killing at least 300 and injuring
over 2000 people. Pfizer Pakistan with
support from Pfizer Foundation, secured
a cash grant of USD 50,000 to Direct
Relief International – an NGO working
for Earthquake relief in Pakistan.
Employees’ contributions were also
collected by the company for earthquake
relief donations and given to various
NGOs.

Philip Morris (Pakistan) Limited
Philip Morris (Pakistan) Limited (PMPKL), an affiliate of Philip Morris
International (PMI), partners with NGOs around Pakistan to provide
contributions that improve the living conditions of people in the agricultural
regions from where we source and manufacture our tobacco. The main
focus areas for CSR activities by PMPKL include women empowerment,
education, economic opportunity as well as disaster relief and
preparedness.

Education
Health
PMPKL is working with Idara-e-Taleem-o-Aagahi on Summer School
Program in tobacco growing areas to reduce the incidence of child labor and
promote good agricultural labor practices. In addition, computer labs are being
developed as part of the Whole School Improvement Program in KPK, Punjab
and Sindh to promote computer literacy.

Community Development
For community development, PMPKL partners with NGOs to empower women
and create economic opportunity. PMPKL is working on long-term sustainable
projects, which includes empowering domestic violence victims through
reconstructive surgeries and psychosocial support. It also allows women to
develop skill provision through capacity building and asset distribution for
generating income. Economic opportunities are created through skills training,
management training, and access to micro-credit institutions in underprivileged
communities.
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Qasim International Container Terminal Pakistan Limited

Qasim International Container Terminal, also known as DP World
Karachi, is making a difference in the community where it operates by
conducting health awareness and clean up drives. The company also
runs a kindergarten school for 60 children.

Education
DP World has adopted a kindergarten
school in Sindh – IBTIDA since 2014. By
building a solid base in education for 60
children, DP World hopes to make an
impact on their lives and future.
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Environment
In continuation of contribution to the
society, DP World Karachi conducted a
cleanup drive at Turtle Beach Karachi in
partnership with WWF. Along with Army
Public School, a cleanup and plantation
drive was organized at Hill Park.

Community
Development
A free diabetes awareness and blood
sugar checkup camp was set up at DP
World premises in collaboration with
Sanofi Aventis. This camp reached out to
200 people including employees,
contractors, visitors, truck drivers.

Health
In collaboration with Indus Hospital, two
blood donation camps were set up
during the year impacting 280 people
directly and indirectly.

Sanofi Aventis Pakistan Limited
Sanofi Pakistan is involved in several CSR activities with emphasis on
healthcare across the country. It has conducted free diabetes-awareness
camps and set-up a clinic for diabetes patients. It has also provided
diagnostic support for a rare disease, Lysosomal Storage Disorders
(LSD). Employees at Sanofi Pakistan have also donated blood in
collaboration with the Indus Hospital Blood Centre.

Health
Education
In January 2015, Sanofi Pakistan was declared the bronze winner at the
Annual Sanofi Global CSR Awards Ceremony. The award included a cash
component of €5000 to be awarded to an NGO of the winner’s choice. In
order to continue its efforts towards promoting literacy in Pakistan, Sanofi
Pakistan donated the cash prize to Literate Pakistan Foundation. 215 adult
learners benefitted as a result.

Health
In 2015, Sanofi Pakistan conducted free-of-cost blood glucose testing and
counselling camps across Pakistan. Through these camps, 303,529 individuals
were reached out, creating awareness on diabetes management. The Kawish
Community Service Project is a diabetes management clinic, set up in Shah
Faisal Colony, benefitting 2,000 residents where around 500 patients are
receiving regular monitoring and treatment advice. The project focuses on an
outreach program, blood glucose testing, and access to a subsidized Kawish
doctor and quality therapies.
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Philips Electrical Industries of Pakistan Limited
Philips Pakistan has been very proactive
in the CSR activities specifically in the
province of Sindh. The company
invested in almost every sector from
education to healthcare and community
development to disaster relief.

Education
As per Philips Pakistan’s tradition, the summer
internship batch of 2015 was tasked with the
responsibility of deploying SimplyHealthy@Schools
during their internship. A school for underprivileged
children in Azam Basti, received two brand new
classrooms at the conclusion of the project as an
entire floor was renovated. The project spending was
PKR 1,000,000.
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Environment
Philips Pakistan has been a partner of WWF in their
Green Office Initiative. Under Philips EcoVision
program, this partnership helps us stay committed to
our goal of sustainable development. Philips Pakistan
monitors its use of energy, paper use and printing and
our impact on the environment in general. In 2015, we
were recertified a Green Office. A total of PKR 200,000
was spent.

Health
Philips Pakistan partnered with Aman Foundation on
the healthcare initiative namely Aman in Sindh and
benefited 300 direct beneficiaries.

Disaster Relief
Philips Pakistan has a complete understanding of the
responsibility towards the people of this country and
they actively helped out Heat Wave victims at the Civil
Hospital in Karachi by spending PKR 250,000.

Infrastructure
Development
As a lighting company, we feel responsible to provide
the deserving with our energy efficient lighting
solutions in order to add some brightness to their lives.
This year continued to support organizations through
our products which provide optimal lighting while
reducing the burden of heavy electricity bills by
spending PKR 100,000.

Others
Philips Pakistan was delighted to partner with
UNWOMEN to light up the Pakistan Monument in the
capital city of Islamabad orange to raise awareness on
violence against women. Philips Pakistan’s most
experienced employees personally oversaw the
lighting of the monument in the brightest shade of
orange. Visible from miles around, the iconic structure
remained orange for more than a fortnight as
UNWOMEN celebrated 16 days of activism.
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Proctor & Gamble Pakistan (Private) Limited
P&G has touched and improved lives of over 38 million Pakistanis
through the years. P&G community programs are focused on
providing education, everyday basics that help create the experience
of home and improving everyday health and confidence for people in
need. P&G employees have been actively engaged in the Company’s
community programs contributing over 2,300 employee volunteer
hours to various social causes in the past 7 years.

Education
In collaboration with its long-term NGO partners,
P&G is providing quality education to
underprivileged children across the country. P&G
has established 3 formal seismic-compliant
schools with READ Foundation in suburbs of
Muzaffarabad and Islamabad and 60 informal
schools with HOPE in slum communities of
Karachi and Thatta.
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Environment
As part of its strategy to grow responsibly, P&G
plants at Port Qasim and Hub have been working
extensively toward the Company’s long-term
environmental sustainability vision. Since 2010,
both P&G sites have delivered significant reduction
in energy, waste, water and CO2, by promoting
sustainability practices amongst employees as well
as suppliers, customers and partners. Moreover,
the P&G plant at Port Qasim is a ‘Zero Waste to
Landfill’ P&G site.

Health
In Pakistan, P&G’s Children Safe Drinking Water
Program has made available more than 850 million
liters of clean drinking water to communities in need to
date. P&G brand programs, including Safeguard and
Always school education programs, Pampers hospital
education program and mobile clinics have created
health and hygiene awareness amongst over a million
Pakistanis during the year.

Disaster Relief
P&G has stepped up to provide assistance to families affected by natural
disasters by contributing P&G hygiene products and clean drinking water via
P&G Purifier of Water sachets. Most recently P&G partnered with METRO
Cash and Carry to provide 11 million liters of clean drinking water to
disaster-struck communities in Pakistan.

Others
For the past five years, the P&G Home at SOS Children's Village in
Islamabad has provided orphan children the chance to live a normal life.
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SICPA Inks Pakistan (Private) Limiteda

SICPA Inks Pakistan (Private) Limited is
committed to the CSR activities and
worked in the areas of education and
health during 2015-16.

Health
Education
SICPA Pakistan supports a primary school of The Citizens Foundation,
located in Saudabad, Karachi. On various occasions like Independence Day,
Results Day and SICPA’s 20 years celebrations, employees volunteered to
spend time with students and engaged them in sports and some fun activities.
SICPA’s senior management team from Switzerland also visited the school.
SICPA partnered with reputed technical institutions to provide fresh graduates
industrial experience by taking them on a one year apprenticeship program.
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Health
SICPA held awareness sessions with Kidney Centre on ‘Healthy Eating Habits’
and Shaukat Khanum Hospital on ‘Risks of Smoking Tobacco’. A group of
employees were also trained on handling First Aid emergency procedures.
SICPA Pakistan has successfully completed 5 years without accident / Loss Time
Injury (LTI). In order to counter complacency and to continue promoting a culture
of providing a ‘safe working environment’, a scheme was launched in July 2016
to recognize employees’ compliance with safety and formally acknowledge his /
her contribution to safe working practices.

Standard Chartered Bank (Pakistan) Limited
At Standard Chartered “Sustainability” remains a
priority to us and we are committed to promoting
economic and social development in the markets
where we operate in the short, medium and long
term. We are committed to the United Nations Global
Compact and integrate its Ten Principles on human
rights, labor standards, environment and
anti-corruption into our business.

Education
Through its sustainability strategy, SCB seeks to
strengthen relationships between the business,
community, government, clients and customers. In
education, the focus is on supporting vocational
training and post-matriculation education. The
objective is in line with the Bank’s global efforts to
promote economic opportunity and financial inclusion.
SCB works with a number of community investment
partners which include The Aman Foundation, LUMS
and IBA.

Health
Standard Chartered has invested significantly in eye
healthcare. In Pakistan, it has completed Phase IV and
V of its global initiative “Seeing is Believing”, which is
an initiative to tackle avoidable blindness and visual
impairment. This alone is estimated to impact 4.2
million people throughout the duration of the program.
It has also worked with a number of community
partners to support the cause of education through
charitable donations totaling PKR 13.2 million.

Disaster Relief
Standard Chartered Pakistan has helped fund and set
up 3 water filtration plants in flood affected areas. The
plants are housed within The Citizen Foundation
schools. This project provides the students and their
families’ access to clean drinking water. A total of 1,825
students have been reached directly through these
plants, which also have an additional indirect impact of
14,000 beneficiaries
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Tethyan Copper Company Pakistan (Private) Limited
TCC engages and works closely with local communities
through its Community Relations Department to help
develop sustainable development projects by providing
resources, skills and knowledge needed to ensure that
communities continue to prosper, grow and make lasting
impacts on their lives. TCC provides ongoing support to
the community in various social development activities in
basic health care, primary education, literacy and skills
development services in the surrounding areas.

Education
Tethyan Copper Company is providing financial
support to Nokkundi NGOs Network-NNN for English
language and Computer center and library at
Nokkundi (Since 2009) and also providing extra
Teachers at Government Primary School Humai
village District Chaghi. Through this programme, TCC
has been able to affect 490 people directly and 2,940
people of the area indirectly.
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Community
Development
Tethyan Copper Company with the collaboration of
Balochistan Organization for Rural Development
BORD has organized 2 trainings for the youth activists
of Nokkundi district Chaghi as part of Nokkundi Youth
Development Programme. Under this programme, 48
people were trained and the indirect impact was made
on 288 people of the area.

Health
Tethyan Copper Company has established a
full-fledged basic health unit at Humai village under the
supervision of Nokkundi NGOs Network-NNN. TCC is
providing health staff - 1 Doctor & 2 Lady Health
Worker and free medicine at Humai Health clinic.

Total Parco Pakistan Limited
The Total Parco brand in Pakistan is essentially concerned
in building the relation of care and trust not just with our
customers but also with the communities in which we
operate. Working with specialized organizations, we
continually assess and manage the impact of our industrial
operations, helping us to monitor the health, development
and economic conditions of people living or working near
our facilities and to identify opportunities for development.

Education
TPPL’s CSR mission is to be a
responsible corporate citizen by creating
a healthy and educated society. Our
focus area is contribution to human
development by emphasizing on
education. In this regard, we are working
closely with The Miracle School &
Orphanage, in terms of donations to
provide free education to the local
community along with food and books to
its students. We also provide free career
counseling to new talent, who are fresh
out of universities, such as LUMS, NUST
amongst others.

Infrastructure
Development
We believe that a strong safety culture is
essential to our business and continue to
inculcate a culture of ownership and
personal responsibility for safety and
health at the workplace throughout our
organization. Various initiatives are
underway under the aegis of TPPL for
community development, such as
extensive HSE trainings given to
dealers, transporters and contractors’
employees, contractors’ safety seminar,
and, transport safety seminar to name a
few.

Health
In order to enhance working conditions,
TPPL contracted health advisors and
consultants for Health Risk Assessment
of its employees in operational depots. At
the same time, medical evaluation of
employees is conducted so that they are
fit and healthy.

Other
Resultantly for environment protection,
TPPL has funded the installation of five
vapor recovery units at retail sites to
reduce air emissions. Effluents,
emissions and ambient air monitoring is
also done at operational depots. With
Reman Engineering, we have delivered
approximately 2,000 umbrellas for
protection from sunlight and also
conducted a safety awareness session.
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Telenor Pakistan (Private) Limited
Sustainability at Telenor Pakistan means responsible
business innovation — and is integral to the company’s
activities from end to end. As one of the leading
telecommunication company of Pakistan, Telenor Pakistan is
dedicated to making technology and communications more
innovative, sustainable and accessible for people,
businesses and government nationwide through its
approach to responsible business innovation.

Education
Through the Schools Rehabilitation and Improvement
Project in partnership with Plan International and
Education departments, a total of 44 elementary
schools were rehabilitated and provided with missing
facilities, Wash facilities, Clean Drinking Water, Play
facilities, Solar Panels and fully equipped ICT labs in
four worst flood effected districts of Pakistan were
established. At these schools more than 11,000
students and their teachers were provided Learning
and ICT trainings.
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Environment
Telenor Pakistan is working towards energy
efficiency and optimization through a range of
initiatives including network sharing, LED lighting
installation and solar sites.
Easypaisa has collaborated with Roshan Energy to
launch a first of its kind Solar Home Solution. The
innovative model enables customers mostly in
remote rural areas to purchase and use reliable,
cost-effective solar solutions.

Health
Easypaisa has launched “Easypaisa Sehat Sahara
Health Insurance”, Pakistan’s first mass market health
insurance product that offers a convenient way of
improving access to health care by providing financial
assistance for inpatient hospitalization and disability. In
just under a year since its launch, Easypaisa health
insurance has gained more than 100,000 subscribers.
So far a few thousand customers, who met an
unfortunate accidents or unforeseen illnesses, have
had their claims honored through the Easypaisa health
insurance hospital cash model.

Disaster Relief
Telenor Pakistan has contributed a total of PKR 49 million for relief efforts in
response to natural disasters during the year in partnership with PRCS. The
contribution was utilized to provide 968 flood and earthquake victims with
essential food items as well as shelter, blankets, solar lamps and stoves. More
than 40 million early warning free SMS were broadcasted in 2015 in close
collaboration with NDMA and PDMA aimed towards reduction in potential
damage to lives and properties.

Others
Telenor runs a disability inclusion program – Open Mind Pakistan, aimed towards
mainstreaming persons with disabilities by raising awareness, ensuring
accessibility and providing inclusion through equal opportunity. Through this
program, 16 people with disabilities are on boarded annually as trainees to go
through comprehensive on job training. So far, 46 PWDs have gone through the
program since 2013.
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The Hub Power Company Limited

HUBCO has always given heavy
emphasize on CSR activities and invested
in different social activities for the
betterment of people.

Education
HUBCO provides education facilities to the less
privileged people, HUBCO has established
fully-funded TCF HUBCO Campus from nursery to
matric where free uniforms, syllabus, school bags and
transportation are also being provided to the children
coming from 22-km radius. Scholarships to 30-female
students of Sardar Bahadur Khan Women University,
Quetta, are also given. Apprenticeship training for two
years is also provided in different categories i.e.
electrical, mechanical, instrumentation etc. to 24
students from Balochistan.
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Community
Development
A base-line survey was carried out by a partner
organization M/s. AMC. They have completed the
survey of 3 villages near HUBCO plant. Supply of
water through water tanker is also provided to the
community of 3 villages located near HUBCO plant. In
2015-16, HUBCO provided vocational training from
HUNAR Foundation Karachi to 10 male students who
passed matric from TCF HUBCO Campus and
30-students at Rashidabad Campus selected from
District Lasbella.

Health
HUBCO provides the health facilities to less privileged
people of the society. For the purpose, an Eye Camp is
organized every year, where over 100 surgeries and
hundreds of OPD are performed providing medicines
and glasses free of cost. HUBCO also distributes
medicines quarterly to the hospital at Hub and
dispensaries at Gadani area. Free Medical and Skin
Camps are also organized at different places in district
Lasbella.

Disaster Relief
Last year, there was an earthquake in KPK resulting
severe disaster in most of the areas. The disaster
destroyed a few thousands homes, triggered
landslides and wiped out key infrastructure facilities.
Water proof tents, polyester quilts, cotton mattresses
and tarpaulin sheets were delivered to Provincial
Disaster Management Authority (KPK) for distribution
in the victim areas. HUBCO-Narowal also initiated a
relief campaign for earthquake victims in October
2015.

Infrastructure
Development
To provide pure drinking water to the less privileged
people who have no access, the work on installation of
RO Plant at TCF HUBCO Campus has started.
Second phase for installation of solar street lights in
three villages near HUBCO plant is being started and
will be completed soon.

Others
HUBCO has sponsored a number of sports
tournament (Cricket and football) outside the plant
where a number of local teams from community
participated. Miscellaneous donations to different
organizations & NGOs in health & education
sectors are also being given.
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TRI-Pack Films Limited
Sustainability is an integral part of our business and
operations. Tri-Pack is committed to reduce its impact
on the planet and deliver more sustainable products to
its customers; from deploying cutting-edge safety
systems, to making decisions based on how the
outcome ultimately creates value for our customers
and stakeholders, consistent with the long-term
preservation and enhancement of environmental,
social and financial capital.

Education
Tri-Pack partnered with Fatimid Foundation and
launched it’s very first Blood Donation Drive in August
2015. This initiative was geared towards helping
Thalassemia, Leukemia and other patients whose life
depend on blood transfusions.
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Community
Development
Tri-Pack hosted an in-house donation drive in order
to support Dar-ul-Sukun's ’Rehabilitation through
Recycling Trash’ Campaign in September 2015. The
proceeds from said donated items are used in
Dar-ul-Sukun's rehabilitation centers for children with
special needs. In addition to this, Tri-Pack donates
yearly to Pakistan Foundation Fighting Blindness to
solidify its support to the less privileged community
of Pakistan.

Other
Tri-Pack has been working on an ongoing basis with
Rehabilitation of Training of Individuals with Special
Needs. To further our initiative, Tri-Pack on-boarded an
individual with visual impairment in April 2016 for the
sole purpose of helping the individual gain a skill set
that will aid him in securing meaningful employment for
the future. In addition, we have allied ourselves with the
Adult Blind Center for his education and training
purposes.

UCH Power (Private) Limited
In line with the corporate social responsibility values of
its group, ENGIE, UCH Power (Private) Limited (UPL) is
committed to sustainable development and responsible
growth in the area where it operates. Much focus is
attributed towards improving health, education and
overall community around UCH Power Station in Dera
Murad Jamali, Baluchistan. A total of PKR 48 million was
spent on social uplift projects last year.

Education
UPL is committed to supporting TCF schools in and
around DMJ. Apart from operational support for three
primary schools, UPL has financed construction of a
secondary school which became operational on April
1, 2016, to provide continued education to existing
students of UPL-TCF program. Moreover, UPL has
also continued its annual Technical Apprenticeship
Program for Baluchistan-domiciled candidates. UCH-II
on the other hand piloted local school / college
renovation and provided university level scholarships
to Baluchistan-domiciled students.

Community
Development
In 2015, UPL renovated and retrofitted a local stadium
and organized a cricket tournament for local teams of
DMJ.

Health
As part of its commitment towards health improvement
in the area, UPL renovated and retrofitted the inpatient
ward at District Hospital, DMJ, in addition to providing
maintenance and operational support for the 14-bed
Emergency Care Center. Furthermore, UPL also
sustained maintenance of the eight water filtration
plants located in DMJ, providing clean drinking water to
the populace.
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United Bank Limited
UBL continues to steer sustainability initiatives which stem
from a vision of a developed and prosperous Pakistan.
Through a transparent and prudent CSR agenda, UBL aims
to embrace its responsibility as a Corporate Citizen and
encourage a positive impact via its activities aimed towards
the betterment of the environment, communities and all its
stakeholders.

Education
Education, especially higher education is the core area
of UBL's sustainability efforts. In 2015 higher education
institutions, like FCC, IBA, LUMS, et cetera were given
donations worth PKR 143 million for various projects.
These projects included both scholarship programs for
deserving students as well as infrastructural
development. A key education project for UBL
remained its TCF sponsored secondary school in
Gharo, Sindh.
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Environment
UBL is leading the Wind and Hydro Power projects
in the country with a share of over 20% in financing
requirements. Additionally, the Bank’s efforts to rely
on Solar Power in its premises / ATMs is leading to
a reduction of CO2 emission. The bank has
donated to NFEH for an environmental protection
fundraiser.

Community
Development
UBL has always perceived strong communities as the
base on which the structure of a society stands.
Whether it is providing some element of infrastructure
to a deprived area or teaching self-sustainability to
women or providing funds for vocational training for
deserving people, UBL’s focus has always been clear –
for any society to flourish its communities have to be
self-sustainable.

Health
UBL’s CSR agenda is strongly focused on healthcare with the objective of
reducing any and every barrier to its access. The bank donates
compassionately to healthcare facilities across Pakistan in order to ensure
that no patient in need of medical treatment is turned away due to lack of
funds. UBL also supports many healthcare institutions through financial
assistance in meeting their infrastructural or operational costs.

Disaster Relief
The main project undertaken by UBL in 2015 for disaster relief was
the rehabilitation of the people displaced by the devastating
earthquake in Awaran, Balochistan through building homes for them.
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Unilever Pakistan Limited
Sustainability is deeply embedded at the heart of the
Unilever way of doing business. The Unilever Sustainable
Living Plan (USLP) serves as a compass for sustainable
business practices, ensuring efforts are committed towards
the planet’s core priorities. The organization is focused on
improving Health and Well-being; reducing its
Environmental Footprint; as well as Enhancing Livelihoods.

Education
Unilever continued to support initiatives
for extending quality learning
opportunities in 2015-2016. The
company worked with The Citizens
Foundation as well as
Idara-e-Taleem-o-Agahi in Rahim Yar
Khan to improve the quality of education.
The Rahim Yar Khan School was also
supported to strengthen operations
which now include IT enabled learning
and skill focused vocational training
programs.
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Environment
In 2015, Unilever Pakistan joined the list
of Unilever markets that have achieved
zero non-hazardous waste to landfill,
dubbed the ‘zero-makers’, as a result of
effective and environmental friendly
recycling solutions and the
environmental friendly disposal of
hazardous waste from factories. The
Unilever Pakistan Foods Factory became
85% renewable energy reliant with most
of its energy now being sourced from
biofuel and solar power. This helps the
company reduce its load on the grid and
transfer savings to as many as 711
households.

Community
Development
Unilever also enriched communities by
creating livelihood opportunities. The
company’s “Guddi Baji” program has
enabled 3,400 women across 1,300
villages in Pakistan to earn a living while
bringing the benefit of Unilever products
to thousands across rural areas of
Pakistan. The women participating in this
program are looked up to in their
communities as socially and economically empowered women who are in charge
of their own livelihoods. In 2015, the
success of Guddi Baji led to the addition
of a shop-keeping program as well.

Health
Unilever is dedicated towards improving
health and wellbeing through its brands.
In 2015, Lifebuoy continued its
commitment towards hand washing with
soap as a means of preventing diseases
such as diarrhea in Pakistan. Efforts
were made on multiple fronts and
included working with the UK’s
Department for International
Development (DFID) for increasing hand
washing awareness in school children
across the country. The company also
adopted a midwife clinic in a village
called Rahim Charan in partnership with
JPHEIGO.

United Energy Pakistan Limited
United Energy Pakistan (UEP) prides itself on being a
responsible corporate citizen. Operating responsibly and
developing our local communities is at the heart of our
business as we strive to build relationships based on mutual
cooperation and trust with all our stakeholders. UEP goes an
extra mile by spending in excess of the stipulated CSR
budget. Our Social Investment projects focus on education,
health, water supply and capacity building and are spread
across our concession areas in interior Sindh.

Education
UEP continued supporting sustainable initiatives
aimed at enhancing access to education. New
schools were built in remote areas of interior Sindh
and support was extended to existing primary &
secondary schools and colleges. During the last six
years, six primary schools have been established in
collaboration with The Citizens Foundation (TCF) –
construction of two additional primary schools is in
progress and agreements have been signed with TCF
for the establishment of two secondary schools and
one primary school.

Community
Development
UEP has funded the installation of solar powered water
pumps in the arid villages of ‘Achro Thar’ in
collaboration with NGO AWARE. “Achro Thar”, which
literally translates to white desert, is an arid area and
residents have to walk long distances to fetch portable
water. The provision of water connections to homes
through the solar powered pumps will better the lives of
over 350 villagers.

Health
In order to enhance access to quality medical
treatment in its concession areas, UEP provided
medical equipment and ambulances for existing
government owned hospitals and also funded the
construction of a landmark healthcare facility in
partnership with the Aga Khan University. We donated
approximately Rs. 69 million to build Aga Khan
University’s first flagship Health, Research & Training
Center in district Matiari.
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IBM
IBM has participated in several social activities which have been primarily focused on the education sector. Some of
the key one’s included setting up the IBA Center of Computer Studies, FAST Open Source Data Center and University
Scholar Program where IBM donated training material for students and faculty. On the other hand, IBM has also
participated at the Kids Smart Program.

For more information,
please scan here

KSB Pumps Company Limited
Working under the name of KSB Care, KSB Pakistan’s Corporate Social Responsibility program is focused to provide a
sustainable infrastructure and basic health and educational amenities to underprivileged people in rural areas of Pakistan.
It has been actively working in Hassan’abdal with local schools for the development of infrastructure, including furniture and
fixtures, and financial support to 201 deserving students in the form of scholarships. KSB has also been offering
internships, apprenticeships, training opportunities, educational visits and study projects to students of this area. Apart from
this, KSB has also been engaged in giving donations to the local hospitals and welfare institutions.

For more information,
please scan here

OBS
OBS invested significant financial and non-financial resources in meeting the societal needs in various critical areas to
alleviate the sufferings of society. OBS invested in education of children to help them become a useful member of
society. Healthcare facilities by OBS reduced the travails of patients and their families. OBS infrastructure development
of welfare organizations and educational institutions also improved overall services and environment.

For more information,
please scan here

Pakistan Refinery Limited
This year PRL’s focus area of CSR was education, it invested PKR 2.2 million for
maintenance and renovation of the Rana Liaquat School’s premises for more than 400
primary and secondary school students located in Ibrahim Hydri, Karachi.
For more information,
please scan here
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Parazelsus Pakistan (Private) Limited
Parazelsus Pakistan is committed to being a responsible company and making a positive contribution to society and the
environment. Career counseling and personality building sessions were frequently conducted by employee volunteers at
The Citizens Foundation (TCF) schools to help children find and focus their strengths to achieve their future goals and the
company also partnered with Help International Welfare Trust (HIWT) to provide free treatment and medicines to
underprivileged Thalassemia patients.

For more information,
please scan here

Premier Oil Pakistan Holdings B.V.
In 2015, Premier Oil contributed approximately PKR 4.2 million to support conservation work at the Margalla Hills
National Park. The donation funded; establishment of a bird sanctuary at Rawal Dam, designed to protect migratory
and other water birds; initial studies into the construction of an artificial wetland which would naturally process local
sewage and maintenance of existing walking trails throughout the park. Premier Oil also made a PKR 1.05 million
donation to IWMB, the board, dedicated to the improvement of the environment throughout Islamabad.

For more information,
please scan here

Rafhan Maize Products Company Limited
Rafhan Maize invested PKR 5.1 million through various CSR initiatives. It supports education by providing financial and in-kind
support to reputed educational institutions benefitting 1,226 individuals. It donates generously to various hospitals. Rafhan Maize
also supported health awareness drives on dental care and polio reaching 1200 people. Its 50 employees have volunteered to
donate blood during the year. It actively participated in relief efforts for flood victims near its Mehran Plant, Kotri, Sindh and
earthquake-affected farmers in KPK. It has sponsored a farmers' festival near its Cornwala Plant in Jaranwala, Punjab. Rafhan
Maize has also supported women in agriculture in Sindh.

For more information,
please scan here

Reckitt Benckiser Pakistan Limited
“Sehatmand Gharanay, Khushhaal Pakistan” is RBPL’s CSR pledge to improve health and hygiene within the
households of Pakistan. Initiatives include Project HOPE to eradicate diarrhoea by educating and providing
low-income households with hygiene products through women entrepreneurs. Additionally, RBPL is fighting
dengue for a “Dengue se paak Pakistan”, providing “New Mothers Education” to improve infant health and mortality
and teaching kids hand hygiene habits through “Dettol School Education Program”.

For more information,
please scan here
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Shell Pakistan Limited
Shell LiveWIRE is a Royal Dutch Shell Social Investment Program enabling young people to start their own business and create
employment. Shell LiveWIRE in Pakistan known as “Shell Tameer” promotes a business environment through developing
entrepreneurial skills in young people between the ages 18 to 32. The program has provided enterprise awareness sessions to
over 76,000 young people. Over 4000 young people have been trained through workshops, resulting in 400 business start-ups.
Shell Tameer has partnered with number of organizations including Small & Medium Enterprise Development Authority, IBA,
SoS Technical Training Institute, The Hunar Foundation and CARE International.

For more information,
please scan here

Sumitomo Corporation
Sumitomo Corporation regards educational support for the next generation of the country’s human resources as a
priority in its social responsibility activities. Sumitomo Corporation has been providing scholarships to students at the
University of Karachi and University of Punjab for the last 18 years. This year 9 students benefitted from this program.
The main aim of this scholarship is to support the students for their day to day educational expense.

For more information,
please scan here

TeraData Pakistan (Private) Limited
TeraData Pakistan has always given special preference to CSR activities and initiated a CSR program TD Cares. Under
the TD Cares, TeraData Pakistan supported activities for education, healthcare, environment and disaster relief benefiting
over 700 direct beneficiaries in totality.
For more information,
please scan here
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ABB Power & Automation (Private) Limited
Abbott Laboratories (Pakistan) Limited
Aisha Steel Mills Limited
AkzoNobel Pakistan Limited
Archroma Pakistan Limited
Atlas Honda Limited
Attock Cement Pakistan Limited
Attock Refinery Limited
Bank of Tokyo – Mitsubishi UFJ Limited
BASF Chemicals & Polymers Pakistan (Private) Limited
Bata Pakistan Limited
Bayer Pakistan (Private) Limited
CitiBank N.A.
Continental Biscuits Limited
DHL Pakistan (Private) Limited
Eli Lilly Pakistan (Private) Limited
Engro Corporation Limited
ENI Pakistan Limited
Faysal Bank Limited
General Electric International Operations Co. Inc.
Hinopak Motors Limited
The Hub Power Company Limited
IBM
ICI Pakistan Limited
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IFFCO Pakistan (Private) Limited
Indus Motor Company Limited
ITOCHU Corporation Karachi Office
J&P Coats Pakistan (Private) Limited
Jubilee Life Insurance Company Limited
Kansai Paints (Private) Limited
K-Electric Limited
KSB Pumps Company Limited
Lotte Chemical Pakistan Limited
Meezan Bank Limited
Metro-Habib Cash & Carry Pakistan (Private) Limited
Mitsubishi Corporation
Nestle Pakistan Limited
Novartis Pharma (Pakistan) Limited
OBS
Oxford University Press
Pak-Arab Pipeline Company Limited
Pak-Arab Refinery Limited
Pakistan Cables Limited
Pakistan Petroleum Limited
Pakistan Refinery Limited
Pakistan Telecommunications Company Limited
Parazelsus Pakistan (Private) Limited
Pepsi-Cola International (Private) Limited
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Pfizer Pakistan Limited
Philip Morris (Pakistan) Limited
Philips Electrical Industries of Pakistan Limited
Premier Oil Pakistan Holdings B.V.
Proctor & Gamble Pakistan (Private) Limited
Qasim International Container Terminal Pakistan Limited
Rafhan Maize Products Company Limited
Reckitt Benckiser Pakistan Limited
Sanofi Aventis Pakistan Limited
Shell Pakistan Limited
SICPA Inks Pakistan (Private) Limited
Standard Chartered Bank (Pakistan) Limited
Sumitomo Corporation
Telenor Pakistan (Private) Limited
TeraData Pakistan (Private) Limited
Tethyan Copper Company Pakistan (Private) Limited
Total Parco Pakistan Limited
TRI-Pack Films Limited
UCH Power (Private) Limited
Unilever Pakistan Limited
United Bank Limited
United Energy Pakistan Limited
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Social Sector Partners
Ace Welfare Organization

Buksh Foundation

Habib Education Trust

Acumen Pakistan

Bunyad Foundation

Habib University, Karachi

Aga Khan Education Services

Bureau VERITAS

Health Oriented Preventive Education (HOPE)

Aga Khan University Hospital (AKUH)

Care Foundation

Helping Hand for Relief and Development (HHRD)

Agahi

Child Aid Association

Hisaar Foundation

Ahmed E.H. Jaffer Foundation

Child Care Association

Hope Uplift Foundation

Akhuwat Foundation

Child Life Foundation

IBP School of Special Education

Alamgir Welfare Trust

Citizen's Education Development Foundation (CEDF)

Ida Rieu Welfare Association

Alif Noon Parents Foundation

Civil Hospital, Karachi

Idara-e-Taleem-o-Aagahi (ITA)

Al-Madani Social Welfare Organization

Clifton Kidney & General Hospital

Ihsan Trust

Al-Mehrab Tibbi Imdad

Dar-ul-Sukun

Indus Earth Trust

Al-Shifa Eye Hospital

Depilex SmileAgain Foundation

Indus Hospital

Al-Umeed Rehabilitation Association

Direct Relief International

Indus Resource Center (IRC)

Aman Pals

Edhi Foundation

Indus University

Amigos Welfare Trust

Eye Donor Organization

Infectious Diseases Society of Pakistan

Amir Sultan Chinoy Foundation

Family Educational Services Foundation (FESF)

Institute of Business Administration (IBA)

Art for Change Foundation

Family Welfare Cooperative Society

Jamal Noor Hospital

Association for Water, Applied Education &

Fatima Jinnah Women University

Jhpiego

Renewable Energy (AWARE)

Fatimid Foundation

Jinnah Hospital, Karachi

Attock Hospital

FC College, Lahore

Jinnah Polytechnic University

Attock Sahara Foundation

Fisherfolk Development Organization

Justuju Foundation

Aziz Jehan Begum Trust for the Blind

Focus Humanitarian Assistance

Karachi Relief Trust

Bait-ul-Sukoon

Friends of Burns Center

Karachi School of Business & Leadership (KSBL)

Bali Memorial Trust Girls' Orphanage

Fukuoka School for Special Children

Karigar Training Institute

Balochistan University of Engineering & Sciences

Ganga Ram Thalassemia Ward

Karwan-e-Hayat

Baqai Institute of Dibetology & Endocrinology

Ghulaman-e-Abbas Trust

Kashf Foundation

Behbud Association

Green Crescent Trust

Kashif Iqbal Thalassemia Care Centre

British Overseas School

Green Rural Development Organization

Lady Dufferin Hopital

British Safety Council

Gulab Devi Chest Hospital

Lahore School of Economics
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Lahore University of Management Sciences (LUMS)

Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal

Sindh Institute of Urology and Transplantation (SIUT)

Layton Rehmatulla Benevolent Trust (LRBT)

Pakistan Center for Philanthropy

Small & Medium Enterprise Development Authority

LettuceBee Kids Orphanage

Pakistan Disabled Foundation

(SMEDA)

Literate Pakistan

Pakistan Foundation Fighting Blindness

Society of Obstetritians and Gynaecologists of

Marie Adelaide Leprosy Centre

Pakistan Green Building Council

Pakistan

Marie Stopes Society

Pakistan Innovation Foundation

SOS Children's Villages Pakistan

Memon Health and Education Foundation (MHEF)

Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences (PIMS)

Subh-e-Nau

Murshid Hospital, Karachi

Pakistan Parkinson's Society

Teach for Pakistan

Muslim Welfare Centre

Pakistan Red Crescent

Technical Education and Vocational Training Authority

National Forum for Environment & Health (NFEH)

Pakistan Society for the Rehabilitation of the Disabled

(TEVTA)

National Institute of Child Health

Patients Aid Foundation

The Aman Foundation

National Society for Mentally and Emotionally

Peace Foundation

The Blessing Foundation

Handicapped Children

Plan International

The Cardiovascular Foundation

NED University of Engineering & Technology

Poor Patient Aid Society

The Citizens Foundation (TCF)

Network of Organizations Working with People with

Professional Education Foundation

The Education Foundation

Disabilities (NOWPDP)

Progressive Education Network (PEN)

The Fred Hallows Foundation

New Horizon Care Center

READ Foundation

The Helpcare Society

Noor-e-Ali Trust

Red Crescent Pakistan

The Hunar Foundation

NUST University, Lahore

Research and Development Foundation

The Kidney Centre

Old Associates of Kinniard Society (OAKS)

Roshni Welfare

Transparent Hands

Old Grammarians Society (OGS)

S.S. Education Trust

United Nations Global Compact

Omair Sana Foundation

Sahara Welfare Society

United Nations International Children's Emergency

Orenda Welfare Trust

Sanjan Nagar Public Education Trust

Fund (UNICEF)

OXFAM

Sarhad Rural Support Programme (SRSP)

United Nations Women

Oxford & Cambridge Society Karachi Educational

Shalamar Hospital

United States Agency for International Development

Trust

Shaukat Khanum Memorial Trust

(USAID)

Paiman Alumni Trust

Sightsavers International

Vocational Training Institute for Women (VTIW)

Pakistan Agricultural Coaliation

SINA Health, Educationa & Welfare Trust

World Wildlife Fund Pakistan (WWF-Pakistan)

Pakistan Association of Deaf

Sindh Education Foundation

Zindagi Foundation
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